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Abstract
In the context of this thesis, the name Grasp subsumes three distinct but 
highly interrelated projects. First of all, Grasp is a programming language 
that allows the user to define properties of graph-theoretic objects by using 
high-level nonprocedural descriptions called specifications. Second, Grasp is 
a translator tha t converts specifications to standard sequential C functions. 
Finally, Grasp is a model of computation tha t has been left largely unin­
vestigated despite possessing several advantageous properties. Each of these 
aspects of Grasp is described in a contextually clean and detailed manner, 
but in the end the theoretical aspects of Grasp are espoused over the formal 
and practical aspects.
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C hapter 1 
Introduction
We are entering the age of paraUel computation. While parallel computers— 
that is, computers that can have several streams of execution operating 
concurrently—have existed for over 30 years, and the idea that such a ma­
chine might be useful dates back to Babbage himself over 100 years ago, the 
creation of parallel computers for use by relatively small installations (like 
company and university research centers) only dates back about 5 years. Nev­
ertheless, it is clearly the wave of the future, as computers ranging in size 
from supercomputers (like the CRAY X-MP) to microcomputers (Transputer 
boards for IBM PC ’s) are capable of supporting parallelism.
In the endless pursuit of more and more powerful machines, hardware 
designers have developed several varieties of parallel computer. Some of 
these, like networks of preconstructed computers, are very simple and very 
old. Others, like long instruction word machines [10], are very complex and 
very novel. Each of these architectures has its advantages and disadvantages,
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but more importantly, the differences between the various architectures are 
fundamental and cannot be abstracted away without significant loss of com­
putational power.
In their own endless pursuit of more and more powerful programming 
environments, software and language designers have devised languages and 
code generators to exploit the parallelism in these more and more powerful 
computers. Naturally, there is a wide variety of different languages to match 
the variety of architectures. For instance, the amount of responsibility the 
user has for managing parallelism ranges from almost total in the Cosmic 
Environment [28] to almost none in CONNECTION M ACHINE LlSP [15] to 
almost completely up to the user in PARLOG [9]. Here too, each design has 
its advantages and disadvantages.
Despite the plethora of parallel languages available, it has been argued 
(mostly by people who are pushing their own languages or methodologies) 
that it is “still quite difficult to program it [a parallel computer] to do useful 
work,” as Baldwin put it [4]. While there are signs that parallel programming 
isn’t as difficult as originally thought [12], there are at least two lingering 
problems1:
1 Actually, it isn’t quite as bad as this: vectorizing compilers solve the first of these 
(but a t the cost of the second), and the Bulldog compiler[10] does very well a t the second 
of these (but a t the cost of the first). See Chapter 3 for more information.
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1. Parallel programming languages don’t port between different architec­
tures, especially if they are radically different.
2. Parallel programming languages either force the user to detect most of 
the parallelism in a program, or else they don’t exploit it.
In this paper, I argue that specifications —a tool that is widely used 
to synthesize programs (for example, see [26])—allow one to address both of 
these problems adequately. To give an example of how specification languages 
(i.e. those that use specifications to create the desired code) can be used, I 
devised a small be surprisingly powerful specification language called Grasp.
The rest of this paper describes the language Grasp, the development of 
a translator for the language, and how the language addresses the aforemen­
tioned problems and others th a t plague parallel systems. Chapter 2 gives a 
detailed description of Grasp: its syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Chap­
ter 3 gives the thesis of this paper and its defense. The defense is divided 
into two components: applicability to various architectures, and comparison 
to other parallel methods. In Chapter 4 I draw conclusions about the work I 
did (and didn’t) do. Finally, there are several appendices that show the code 
I wrote, give important technical and theoretical information about Grasp, 
and give sample programs in it.
C hapter 2 
D escription  o f Grasp
This chapter is a complete but brief synopsis of the Grasp programming 
language. Section 1 gives the syntax of the language. Section 2 describes 
the semantics of the language. Finally, Section 3 explains the most salient 
and interesting components of the Grasp translator. Most of the information 
about syntax comes from a technical report1 [14].
2.1 Syntax
The examples in this section are brief and elucidate a specific construct. 
More comprehensive examples can be found in Appendix F.
2.1.1 Specifications
In most programming languages, the complete description of a series of ac­
tions to be taken to achieve a desired result is called a program. In Grasp,
1Thcre has been a  change in the language since the report was w ritten: edges are not 
canonized. Therefore, edges must be treated  as directed rather than undirected.
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the description is called a specification. Specifications are composed of one 
or more definitions, as programs are typically composed of one or more pro­
cedures or functions. Figure 2.1 is a high level BNF description of a specifi­
cation (see Appendix B).
specification —> definition&
definition —> id ( parlist —> type ) : property
Figure 2.1: Syntax of specifications and definitions
Figure 2.1 also gives the syntax of a definition, id is the name of the 
definition. Names can be up to 32 characters long2, must begin with a letter, 
and can otherwise contain letters, numbers, or the underscore (_). parlist is 
a list of one or more parameters to the definition, where each parameter is 
a variable declaration (§2.1.3.3), and commas ( , )  separate the parameters. 
type is the type of the property associated with the definition—or if you prefer, 
you can view it as the return type of the definition, property is a high level 
description of the desired result, and structurally similar to the body of a 
procedure or function. In fact, definitions in Grasp are completely analogous 
to functions in conventional call-by-value languages like C. However, there 
are differences in interpretation which are covered in §2.2.2.
vcount("graph G" —> in teg er ) : # (v s e t  G)
Figure 2.2: A sample Grasp definition
aLonger names will be truncated to the first 32 characters.
Figure 2.2 is a simple Grasp definition. Don’t worry about what this 
definition means, we will explain each of the constructs later in this chapter. 
For now, we stick to comparing it to the template given in Figure 2.1. vcount 
is the name of the definition, "graph G" is the parameter list—in this case 
there is only one parameter—and in te g e r  is the type of the property of 
vcount, which is # (v se t G).
There are more definitions in Appendix F. These definitions are more 
substantial than vcount; one should first read the rest of this section before 
delving into the Appendix.
2 .1 .2  C om m ents
Comments in Grasp are delimited by [* and *] and can be inserted between 
any two tokens (names, literals, reserved words, or operators) or at the be­
ginning or end of a specification. They do not nest. Figure 2.3 shows vcount 
with several comments interspersed.
[* vcount(G) i s  defined  to  be th e  number of 
v e r t ic e s  in  th e  vertex  s e t  o f  G *]
vcount("graph G" —> in te g e r ):  # (v se t  [* v ertex  s e t  of *] G)
[* End o f d e f in it io n  *]
Figure 2.3: The definition vcount augmented with comments
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2 .1 .3  E xp ression s
Grasp is an expression based language, which means that there tire no state­
ments3 in the language. Every construct has a value4 tha t can be used to 
generate more interesting values.
2.1.3.1 T ypes
Every expression has a value, and every value has a type. There are nine 
types in Grasp. Types are immutable, because values cannot be coerced from 
one type to another. These types divide naturally into five categories:
1. Standard typ es
There are two standard types in Grasp: in te g e r  and boolean. These 
types are just like the corresponding types in Pascal. They are mainly 
used as return types of definitions, although there are operators in 
Grasp that take integer and/or boolean values as operands.
2. C om ponent typ es
The basic components of graphs are vertices and edges. The corre­
sponding types in Grasp are v e rtex  and edge.
3. Sim ple set typ es
Grasp allows one to define sets of graph components: namely vertices 
and edges. The types that correspond to sets of vertices and sets of 
edges respectively are v se t and ese t.
3Except foT definitions, which don’t  do anything and therefore have no effect.
4Except for definitions (again) and variable declarations (§2.1.3.3).
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4. Superset typ es
Grasp further allows one to define sets of sets o f vertices and edges— 
or, if you prefer, sets of v se ts  and ese ts . The corresponding types 
are v s e ts e t  and e se ts e t .  Note th a t there is no type v s e t s e t s e t  or 
e s e ts e ts e t ,  since these would never come up in ordinary definitions. 
Also note tha t all sets5 are homogeneous, which means that all elements 
of a set must have the same type.
5. Graph typ e
A graph is defined as a set of vertices and a set of edges (that is, a v se t 
and an e se t) . The corresponding Grasp type is graph.
While values can only have one type, some operators can accept operands of 
several types. Some can even accept operands of any type. This is covered 
in §2.1.3.5.
2.1.3.2 Literals
Literals are the simplest expressions. They are direct representations of val­
ues of a specific type. There are two classes of literals: simple and con­
structed. Constructed literals are covered in the discussion of constructed 
objects (§2.1.3.4). Simple literals are those that are not composed of other 
literals. In Grasp, only boolean, integer, and vertex literals are simple. We
now give the syntax of simple literals.
“Actually, multiset would be the more proper term , as Grasp doesn’t  guarantee unique­
ness of a set’s elements. However, it will not create m ultisets unless they are given to  the 
translator as input.
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boo lean  There are only 2 boolean literals: f a l s e  and tru e . Their meanings 
are exactly the same as in Pascal.
in teg e r An integer literal is an unbroken sequence of digits. Minus signs (-) 
are not allowed, thus there are no negative integer literals6.
v e rte x  A vertex literal is an integer literal prepended by a decimal point 
( .) .  For example, . 1989 is a valid vertex literal.
2.1.3.3 V ariab les
Variables in Grasp are just like variables in other languages: they are iden­
tifiers bound to a specific memory location that can store a value of a pre­
specified type. There is, however, a major difference in what we do with 
variables in Grasp versus more conventional languages. In particular, th e re  
is no fac ility  fo r assigning a specific value to  a v a ria b le  in  G rasp . 
There are three operations one can perform on Grasp variables: declaration, 
binding, and use.
Declaration is the process of obtaining a memory location tha t can store
a value of a specified type and binding the given identifier to tha t location.
Like all languages that are strongly typed, we must declare a variable before
we can do anything with it. Unlike most, declaration in Grasp isn’t done
by a separate statement. Instead, declaration is done at the first appearance
of a variable in a definition. To declare a variable var to have type type,
one writes "type var1'. That is why the parameter G to vcount was written
6Negative integer values, however, are legal.
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"graph G". In fact, all parameters will be of this form, since the first time 
they appear in the definition is in the parameter list itself7.
Binding assigns values to a variable from a set of values, one at a time. 
This is different from ordinary assignment—not only because of the num­
ber of values assigned, but also because assignment is nondeterministic. In 
this respect, Grasp variables are more like mathematical variables than their 
Pascal counterparts. Binding can only be done in two types of expressions: 
subset construction (§2.1.3.5.5) and quantification (§2.1.3.5.6).
Use extracts the value associated with a variable. Variables are expres­
sions only when they are used, otherwise they are parts of larger constructs. 
In # (v se t G), we are using the value associated with G (of type graph) to 
obtain another value (of type in te g e r) .
2.1.3.4 C onstructed O bjects
In most languages, we can define objects in terms of other simpler objects. 
For instance, the array reference A [ i]  is defined in terms of array A and index 
i .  In Grasp, construction of objects is one of the most important operations 
we perform. Therefore, Grasp provides constructs that not only define an 
object in terms of smaller components, but actually build the larger object.
There are three object constructors in Grasp: edge, set, and graph.
7Further, the only other time a declaration can occur is in a  subset (or quantiiicational) 
expression.
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E dge constructors take the form ( vertexl, vertexS), where vertexl and 
vertexS are arbitrary expressions of type v e rtex . For instance, ( . 1 , v) is 
an edge constructed from the vertex literal . 1 and the vertex variable v. 
Note that edges like ( .6 ,  .28) are edge literals, and therefore constructed 
literals.
Set constructors take the form { eltliat }, where eltlist is a list of one or 
more expressions that evaluate to either a basic component or a simple set8. 
All elements must be of the same type, thus {. 1, . 2, . 3} is a legal set but 
{. 1, ( .2 ,  .3 )}  is not.
G ra p h  constructors take the form { vset I eset }, where vset and eset 
are expressions of the corresponding type. Note tha t the order is not inter­
changeable. Thus if v is a vertex variable and e is an edge variable, then 
{ W  I {®» ( - 1 * -2)} } is legal but { {e} I {v, .1 , .2} } is not.
2.1.3.5 O p e ra to rs
There are 21 different operations9 one can perform in Grasp, each of which 
has its own unique operator or set of operators. Before the descriptions of 
each operator, there will be a line of the form 
syntactic construct — ► return type
where syntactic construct is the syntax of the operation and return type is the
8There are ways of creating an em pty set, see §2.1.3.5.5.
in c lu d in g  definition use.
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type class of the value returned by the operation. Similarly, any italic words 
in the syntactic construct will be the type class of the associated operand. 
Remember tha t some operators can take (and return) values of more than 
one type. In particular, set means any of the four set types, smallset means 
either a v s e t  or an e se t, and setset means either a v s e ts e t  or tin e s e ts e t .
2.1.3.5.1 A rithm etic
integer + integer — > integer
integer -  integer — > integer
Binary + and -  are the only two arithmetic operations in Grasp. Both 
associate left to right. Note that unary + and -  are not allowed.
2.1.3.5.2 Relational
(.any = any) — ► boolean
(any  /=  any) — > boolean
Here any means any Grasp type. The two operands, however, must 
both be of the same type. These operations allow one to test whether any 
two Grasp objects are equal (=) or not (/=). For sets, equality is location 
independent10, as it is for their mathematical counterparts. Note the paren­
theses: each relational operation must be enclosed in them. This exists to 
resolve the ambiguity of bl = b2 = bS, where bl, bS, and bS are all boolean 
expressions.




not boolean — ► boolean
boolean and boolean — > boolean
boolean or boolean — * boolean
Logical operators in Grasp have the same semantics as the corresponding 
Pascal operators: no t takes precedence over and, which takes precedence 
over or, and and and or are left associative. Early termination (on f a ls e  
for and, and t ru e  for or) is not guaranteed.
2.1.3.5.4 G raphical
f i r s t  edge — ► vertex
l a s t  edge — > vertex
v se t  graph — ► vset
e s e t  graph — ► eset
f i r s t  and l a s t  take an edge and return the corresponding vertices. For 
instance, f i r s t  ( .5 ,  .3 ) returns .5, and l a s t  ( .5 ,  .3 ) returns .3.
v se t and e se t  similarly take a graph and return the first and last com­
ponent respectively. T hat is, v se t returns the vertex set of a graph, and 
e s e t  returns the edge set.
2.1.3.5.5 Set O riented
# set — > integer
( element in  set) — > boolean
max setset — > smallset
min setset — ► smallset
n u ll settype — > set
var o f set s t  boolean — > set
su b setsjo f smallset — > setset
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The first operator (#) is the size operator. Given any set, it will return 
the number of elements it contains. Note that if the set we’re counting is a 
set of sets, then the elements are also sets.
The next operator (in ) is the membership operator. Given any set, and 
any object of the corresponding element type11, in  determines whether the 
object is an element of the set. Notice the parentheses in this expression: 
they must be included for any membership expression12. Note also that in  
tests membership at the top level only. Thus .1 in  { { . l } ,  { -2} , {.3} } 
is an illegal construct. Finally, note that the element is on the left of the 
operator and the set is on the right.
The next two operators (max and min) extract specific elements from the 
set operand, which must be a set of sets, max returns the element (of the 
set of sets) with the most elements, while min returns the element with the 
fewest elements. If there is more than one element tha t fits the definition, the 
translator is free to choose any of them13. Thus max { { ( .2 ,  .3 )} , { ( .5 ,  
.7 ) ,  ( .1 3 , .11)} } returns { ( .5 ,  .7 ) ,  ( .1 3 , .11)}.
The next operator (n u ll)  generates an empty set of the type specified by 
setiype, which must be one of the four Grasp set types. Thus n u l l  v s e ts e t  
returns an empty set of sets of vertices.
“ Thus if the set is a v s e t ,  the object muBt be of type v e r te x  and similarly for the 
other three set types.
“ The reason for the extra parentheses was to  make the grammar LA LR (l) so tha t I 
could use yacc to generate a parser for G rasp (see §2.3.2).
13In actuality, the Grasp translator alwayB chooses the one with the lowest index.
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The next operator ( o f . .. s t )  is called the subset operator, var must be 
a variable (not an arbitrary expression) whose type is tha t of the elements 
of set. The elements are bound one at a time to var. Then the variable is 
used in the boolean expression boolean. If the boolean expression evaluates 
to t ru e ,  the element will be added to the return set, otherwise it won’t. In 
other words, the subset operation returns the set of all elements of set that 
satisfy boolean. An example will help. Consider the expression:
"v ertex  v" of { .1 , .2 , .3} s t  (v /=  .2)
Note tha t v has been declared to be the right type. We take each element 
of our set (in this case, there are 3 elements), bind it to v, and evaluate 
the boolean expression following s t 14, namely (v /=  .2 ). First bind v to 
.1. ( .1  /=  .2) evaluates to t r u e ,  so we will include .1 in our return set. 
We next bind v to .2, note the expression evaluates to f a ls e ,  and don’t 
include .2 in the return set. Finally, we bind v to .3 and see that ( .3  /=  
.2) evaluates to tru e , so the set we return is { .1 , .3}.
The final operator (su b se ts_ o f) is called the power set operator. Given
either a v s e t  or an e se t, we return a set containing all subsets of our
set15. For instance, subsets_of { .1 , .2} returns { n u l l  v s e t ,  { . l} ,
{ . 2},  { . 1 , .2} }._________
14s t  stands for such th a t.
15For practical purposes, I limit the size of the original set to 8 elements (which limits 
the size of the return set to  256 elem ents). There is more information about this operator 
in §2.3 .6 .3 .
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2.1.3.5.6 Q uantificational
( f  o r a l l  subsetexp) [ boolean ] — * boolean
( e x is ts  subsetexp) [ boolean ] — ► boolean
Quantificational expressions allow one to determine complex properties 
of sets of elements in much the same manner as is done in mathematics. 
subsetexp is a subset ( o f . .. s t)  expression. The binding variable in the subset 
expression is also used to bind values for the quantificational expression. The 
basic algorithm is: create a set from subsetexp, bind each element of subsetexp 
one at a time to the variable, then use that variable in the quantificational 
boolean expression (also called the condition). If the operator is f o r a l l ,  
then the expression as a whole is t ru e  iff boolean is true for every element of 
subsetexp. If the operator is e x is t s ,  then the expression as a whole is f a ls e  
iff boolean is false for every element of subsetexp.
( f o r a l l  v of { .3 , .7 , .5} s t  (v = .1 ))  [v = .2]
Figure 2.4: A sample quantificational expression
Figure 2.4 is a relatively simple quantificational expression. First we 
evaluate the subset part (v of { .3 , .7 , .5} s t  (v = . 1)), which evaluates 
to n u ll  v se t. Since there are no elements to rebind to v, we return the 
default value for f o r a l l ,  which is tru e . Note that if we were to change 
(v = .1) to (v = .3 ), the quantificational expression would now evaluate 
to f a ls e .
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Quantificational expressions return a boolean value. Therefore, we should 
be able to put them between the brackets of a quantificational expression, 
which means we can nest quantifications ad infinitum. In fact, this turns out 
to be a very useful property, as shown in Appendix F.
2.1.3.6 Definition U se
Functions and procedures are of no use to a normal program unless they are 
called. Similarly, definitions are of no use in Grasp unless they are used. Def­
inition use is syntactically and semantically isomorphic to ordinary function 
calls: both take a predefined set of arguments and return a predefined value 
(by predefined I mean that the type is predefined). As in conventional lan­
guages, the syntax of a definition use is the name of the definition followed 
by a parenthesized list of arguments. For instance, the Grasp expression 
vcount({ { .4} | { ( .4 , .4 ) }  }) would be a legal use of vcount (in this 
case, the return value would be 1).
2.2 Sem antics
The name Grasp comes from graph specifications. This phrase explicates 
the two important aspects of this language: that it is a specification language 
and that it operates over graph-theoretic objects. Each of these aspects is 
explained in detail, then I give a brief outline of why I chose this domain.
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2.2 .1  P rop erties o f  G raph-T heoretic  O bjects
Every programming language has a domain, which is a set of values it oper­
ates over. The domain of Grasp is properties o f graph-theoretic objects. A 
graph G  is defined as an ordered pair of elements G  =  (V, E ), where V  is a 
set of vertices, and E  is a set of edges. A vertex (pi. vertices) is an abstract 
object with a distinct name. An edge is an abstract object with a name of 
the form (ui,vj), where Vi and v2 are names of vertices. In a graph, we usu­
ally have the restriction that all vertex names used in edges in E  must come 
from V . In Figure 2.5, we give a drawing of a simple graph. The circles are 
vertices, and the lines between them are edges. In symbolic form, we write 
this graph as ({«!, v2, v3, u4}, {(vi, u3), (va, v4), (v2, v3), (v3, u4)})-
Figure 2.5: A sample graph
Now that we have graphs, vertices, and edges (and sets thereof); we 
can define properties over them. Mathematically speaking, a property is a 
boolean function whose sole input is the object we’re defining the property 
over. For example, given a positive integer, we can write a function tha t
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returns true when the integer is prime and false when it isn’t. Therefore, 
primeness is a property of positive integers.
We expand this definition in two ways: a property is a T function, where 
T is any of the nine Grasp types, and there can be an arbitrary number of 
inputs to the function. With these expansions, a property becomes a Grasp 
definition. Since definitions are the only executable16 objects in Grasp, we 
call properties of graph-theoretic objects the domain of Grasp. That is to 
say, when we write Grasp specifications, what we are really doing is writing 
a set of properties over graphs.
2.2.2 S pecification  L anguages
In most programming languages, it is up to the user to dictate how a result 
is to be gotten. For instance, if one wanted to know the maximum element of 
an array of integers A [ l .  .n] in Pascal, one would have to write a function 
like the one in Figure 2.6. max() uses a highly unintuitive algorithm but 
produces the correct result. In one iteration of the loop we either assign 
to max or increment i ,  but not both. Languages like Pascal that describe 
desired results by giving the computations necessary to obtain it are called 
procedural languages.
16Strictly Bpeaking, one doesn’t  execute definitions, one uses them —ju st as one doesn’t 
execute a  procedure, one calls it.
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fu n c tio n  max(A: in ta r ra y )  : in te g e r ;
in te g e r  i ;
beg in
i  := 1; max := A [ l ]  ; 
re p e a t
i f  A [ i ]  > max then  max := A [ i]  
e l s e  i  := i  + 1; 
u n t i l  i  > n
end;
Figure 2.6: Finding the maximum element—Procedural
On the other hand, one can just state the desired result without giving 
an algorithm to compute it. Languages like these are called nonprocedural. 
Figure 2.7 gives a nonprocedural description of the maximum element:
max(m, A) (m £ A) A (Vi | 1 <  i <  n)[ m  >  A  [i] ]
Figure 2.7: Finding the maximum element—Nonprocedural
Figure 2.7 is a necessary and sufficient definition of the maximum element 
of A  [1. .n ] , which means that we have defined exactly what the maximum 
is: no more and no less. The definition is written in quantificational logic, 
a method used often in Grasp (see §2.1.3.5.6). Grasp is a nonprocedural 
language. One can also call it a specification language, because Grasp pro­
grams can be described as a specification of one or more properties of graphs. 
Other programming languages have been called specification languages, no­
tably VAL [22], which is described in §3.3.
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2.2 .3  L im itations o f  G rasp
Even within the limited domain of graph theory, there are many things Grasp 
as a language cannot do. Some of the most critical limitations:
1. One cannot assign values to objects
Many important problems in graph theory, like the Traveling Salesman 
problem17, depend on being able to assign a value to edges. Similarly, 
there are problems (like tree balancing) that require us to assign val­
ues to vertices. Grasp has no facility for assigning values to  either of 
these. It would be simple to add these properties, but the extra value 
would mean we have to change the underlying data structures (see Ap­
pendix D), which means that a great deal of code would have to be 
rewritten.
2. One cannot create objects that satisfy a specified property
PROLOG is a nonprocedural language like Grasp18. But PROLOG 
uses unification to obtain results, which means that not only can it 
determine if a property holds over an object, it can also generate a 
set of objects for which the property holds. While this is theoretically 
possible in Grasp, implementation would be very difficult in parallel.
3. One cannot arbitrarily operate on sets
While Grasp has more operators for sets than for any other type class, 
there are useful operations that are either impossible or inconvenient 
to perform. In the first category, one can’t add an element to a set19 or 
union two sets together. In the latter category, the only way to create 
a set containing a smallset as an element is to use the subsets_of 
operator, which is very expensive spacewise.
17A description of different parallel solutions to  this problem can be found in [18].
18We discuss parallel versions of PROLOG in §3.3.5.
19This glaring omission gives Grasp the undesirable property of being incapable of sim­
ulating a  Turing Machine.
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One construct that appears to be missing but is really transformed is the 
conditional expression. What might be written in other applicative languages 
as i f  p th en  q e ls e  r  is written in Grasp as (p and q) o r (no t p and 
r ) .  Because Grasp is nonprocedural, the imperative and declarative forms 
evaluate to the same result.
2.3 Pragm atics
As part of my thesis, I developed a translator to convert Grasp specifications 
to sets of C functions (one for each definition). In this section I discuss some 
of the more important and interesting aspects of creating this translator. 
Appendix D describes the underlying data structures of each of the Grasp 
types. Appendix G gives a short tutorial on how to use the Grasp translator 
and what results to expect.
2.3 .1  Scanner
The lexical analyzer, or scanner, was written using lex . le x  is a scanner gen­
erator available under the UNIX operating system. There were two reasons 
for doing this: to save the time and effort of generating one by hand, and to 
allow other people to be able to understand and use the scanner easily. The 
input to le x  is given in Appendix A.
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2 .3 .2  Parser
The syntactic analyzer, or parser, was written using yacc. yacc is a parser 
generator available under the UNIX operating system. The reasons for using 
yacc are the same as those for using lex . The input to yacc is given in Ap­
pendix C. A simpler to read BNF grammar for Grasp is given in Appendix B.
For such a small language, the parser is surprisingly complex20. The 
complexity arises from the wide number of different operators, the different 
types and type classes they operate over, and the generality of the object 
constructors.
The way I managed this complexity was to create two classes of code 
construct: forms and exps. A form is a set of constructs whose (return) 
value belongs to a particular type or type class only. The rule is: every code 
construct that returns a value belongs to exactly one form. For instance, x 
belongs to the class alltypesform, since its value can be any of the nine Grasp 
types. But {x} belongs to the class setform, as its value can only be one of 
the four Grasp set types21. And { {x} } belongs to the class setsetform, as 
its value must be a set of sets. Finally, { {x, .2} } belongs to the class 
vsetsetform, because the only type this can be is v se t s e t .
An exp is a set of forms whose value intersects that of the desired type
20There are about 100 nonterminals and 250 rules in the gram m ar.
a iThe parser doesn’t check the types of variables, it makes the m ost general assumption 
th a t can result in a  legal program. This allows specifications w ith m istyped variables to 
pass through the parser with no error flagged.
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or type class. The rule is: if there is any intersection between the type class 
of the exp and the type class of the form, the form is included in the exp. 
For instance, the class vsetexp consists of four forms: alltypesform, vsetform, 
smallsetform, and setform. These two classes were enough for me to create 
a parser for Grasp that is LALR(l).
2 .3 .3  Sym bol Tables
When the parser finds an identifier, an entry is made in the symbol table.
The symbol table stores the name and type of each variable when we declare
it. This allows us to determine if a variable is used before it is declared, or if
it has been declared twice. When the parser reaches the end of a definition,
the symbol table is cleared. This allows the same variable to appear in two
different definitions with different types. Since definitions can’t be nested,
there is no problem with losing scope.
There is, however, a problem with code generation. Since code generation
isn’t started until parsing has finished, there is a problem with remembering
identifiers if we clear the symbol table. To solve this problem, a global name
table was created. Every identifier that occurs in any definition is stored in
the name table, where it remains until code generation is finished. The index
to the name table22 is returned as a token.
But even with name tables, we still have a problem with definition names.
2JPlus an offset to  differentiate it from other tokens.
When a definition is used, it returns a value, which has a specific type. There­
fore, we need to know the return type of the definition. But this information 
isn’t stored in the name table, so a definition table was created. An entry 
consists of a definition’s index to the name table and its return type. With 
these three tables, we have all the information about identifiers we need to 
perform code generation.
2.3.4 A b stra ct Syntax  Tree
The parser takes the tokens given to it by the scanner, plus the ones it 
generates for identifiers, and forms an abstract syntax tree (or AST) out of 
them. The structure of an abstract syntax tree is: Each token corresponds to 
a node of the tree. Internal nodes are operators, and the branches emanating 
from them are the operands, which may include operators of their own. For 
instance, given the following expression:
( .2  in  ( .1 ,  .2 , v})
Figure 2.8 is the abstract syntax tree for it. Notice the v tx 23 nodes. All
variables, literals, and constructed objects have a type node in the tree.
This greatly simplifies code generation, as it means we don’t  have to keep
checking the name table for the type of each variable. Also, it allows us to
J3v tx  stands for v e r te x .
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easily differentiate between . 1 (vertex) and 1 (integer). The e l t  node allows 






Figure 2.8: The abstract syntax tree for ( .2  in  { .1 , .2 , v})
2 .3 .5  Scope Stack
Definitions are independent objects that do not nest. Therefore, there is only 
one scope in use at any one time when code is being executed. Nevertheless, 
when we’re generating code, we must often keep track of the type of expres­
sion we’re generating code for. For instance, if we want to assign a value to 
a vertex variable, we look up the name in the nametable. But if we want 
to assign it as an element of a vset, we need to know not only the name of 
the vset but which element we want to assign to24. Therefore, we want to
know whether we are currently generating code for a vset or not. The trans­
24Appendix D describes the internal structure of v se ts .
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lator uses a scope stack to find out what type of object we’re constructing, 
and therefore what code to generate. There are only four scopes tha t affect 
code generation: sets, sets of sets, definition uses (which create a separate 
scope within their parameter list), and subset construction (because we can 
potentially create two sets with this operator, the return set scope is han­
dled by either the set scope or the set of sets scope). The scope stack is an 
elegant and sound tool not only for keeping track of the type of code we’re 
generating, but also for remembering which element of a set we’re currently 
constructing.
2.3 .6  C ode G eneration
The code generator is the largest and most complex portion of the transla­
tor. This section gives a brief explanation of the general algorithm used to 
generate code, plus a few other algorithms for smaller tasks. The source code 
for the code generator portion of the translator is in Appendix E.
2.3.6.1 G eneration Algorithm
In Figure 2.9, we give the algorithm for generating code from the abstract 
syntax tree. Notice that each operator creates its own variable corresponding 
to the return value of the operation. There are three im portant properties of 
this algorithm. First of all, each variable is assigned to only once. Second, 
an operator is not coded until all of its operands have been coded—and
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therefore will not be executed until all its operands are executed. Third, the 
only values available to an operator are the return values of its operands— 
scratch variables cannot be accessed25. These properties mean that the code 
generator is both dataflow and applicative, which allows us to port the code 
generator to different architectures without loss of functionality.
1. Create a variable for the node, depending on the return type.
2. Generate the code for all operands (subtrees).
3. Using the variables created by the operand subtrees, generate the code 
for the node.
4. Store the return value of the node in its variable.
5. Return
Figure 2.9: Algorithm for code generation
2.3 .6 .2  V ariab le  G en era tio n
In code generation, there are two categories of variables: internally gener­
ated and externally generated. Externally generated variables are those that 
the user declares, and are relatively easy to generate code for. Internally 
generated variables are created by the code generator itself. Internally gen­
erated variables must be different from each other and from those tha t the
user creates, but must be valid C variables. The latter two problems are
35Actually, i t ’s not as simple as this. Scratch variables (only used by a few operators, 
like set equality) for a  given operator don’t change from invocation to  invocation. But 
we assign the variables new values before we access them, therefore we can trea t them  as 
different variables while saving space and effort.
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solved by beginning all internally generated variables with an underscore, 
but forbidding the user from doing the same.
The problem of uniquely generated variables is solved in different ways, 
depending on whether the variable is a return variable or a scratch variable. 
The names of scratch variables are predefined by the translator26 and (re)used 
each time we use the operator. This works because we can’t nest these 
operators, and we assign them values before we use them.
For return variables, we use a more elaborate scheme. All return variables 
are of the form _<n, where t represents the type of the return value, and n is 
generated by doing a tree numbering of the binary abstract syntax tree for 
each definition. The top of the tree27 is numbered 1. If a node is numbered n, 
its left subnode will be numbered 2n, and its right subnode will be numbered 
2 n + l .  This guarantees uniqueness of variable names. There is one exception 
to this rule: the return variable for the topmost node is always named _fval 
(short for function value), because it holds the return value of the function.
2.3 .6 .3  A lgorithm s for Specific Operators
Every operator in Grasp has an algorithm for generating code to perform the 
corresponding operator. For several of the operators (arithmetic, relational,
26Except for loop indices, which are freshly created each time we need one. We need to 
do this because loops can nest.
27Actually, the top of the right subtree, which contains the “code” of the definition. 
The left subtree holds the parameters of the definition, and the root is the name of the 
definition.
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logical) the algorithm is obvious. For others ( f i r s t ,  l a s t ,  it, v se t , e s e t ) ,  
the algorithm is clear if you know the underlying data structure. Most of 
the set-oriented operators (membership, min, max, quantification) are appli­
cations of relatively simple algorithms to each member of a set (possibly 
terminating early) and returning a cumulative result. We have already given 
the algorithm for subset construction. That leaves only two operations with 
nontrivial algorithms: equality over sets and construction of power sets.
Set equality is difficult because the elements can be in any order. Our 
algorithm searches the second set for elements that match the first set and 
marks these elements. Then we test that every element of the second set has 
been marked. Testing the equality of setsets requires testing the equality of 
smallsets, so the code for the latter is spliced into the former.
Power set construction involves the use of a bit vector, which must have 
as many bits as there are elements in the smallset. The bit vector, initially 
all 0’s, is incremented in a loop until it becomes all 1’s. For each value of the 
bit vector, we add a smallset element to the power set. The smallset element 
is created by adding the zth element of the smallset to the element of the 
powerset iff the iih bit is set to 1. This gives us every combination of elements. 
To prevent excruciatingly large sets from being constructed, the algorithm 
first checks that the size of the smallset is no more than 8. As one can see, 
even the more complex operators have straightforward implementations.
C hapter 3 
T hesis
The Grasp language was designed as a simple (and therefore relatively easy 
to  implement) example of a specification language. In this chapter, I give 
my thesis about specification languages in general, and Grasp in particular, 
followed by a broad defense of it.
3.1 Statem ent and E xplanation
I start with a  formal statement of my thesis:
T hesis: Specification languages, and Grasp in particular, can be tailored to 
highly different architectures while remaining easy to use, unlike other 
current programming languages.
To defend this thesis, I need to do two things: describe the implementa­
tion of specification languages on different architectures, and compare spec­
ification languages to other programming methods. As far as Grasp being 
easy to use, I point out that specifications like the ones we create with Grasp
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are used by many program synthesis systems1 (for instance, DEDALUS [21] 
and PROSYN [11]) as inputs. For these systems to be practical, the speci­
fications one gives as input must be easier to write than the programs one 
gets as output.
3.2 A pplicability  to  Various A rchitectures
There is a wide variety of computer architectures, both experimental and 
commercially available. Below, I briefly describe how Grasp can be tailored 
to specific classes of computer, and why it applies well to any general purpose 
architecture.
3 .2 .1  Sequential
The only Grasp code generator developed so far converts Grasp specifications 
to sequential C functions. Applicability of Grasp to other architectures is 
based on the formal and pragmatic properties of the working translator and 
of the various architectures. Given a model that works, all we need to show 
applicability is a feasible transformation of our translator to one that models 
the characteristics of the specific architecture.
My implementation of the code generator portion of the translator ap­
pears in Appendix E.
'O n e  can find a general introduction to  program synthesis in [13].
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3.2 .2  A rray
Array processors allow the user to perform the same instruction, or series 
of instructions, on several operands at once. Therefore, a code generator 
that utilizes the full power of array processors must be able to extract data 
‘parallelism from a program. In Grasp, most operations are performed over 
sets, which are collections of independent elements. Therefore, any operation 
' which performs the same operation on all elements of a set possesses data 
parallelism. In Grasp, there are many such operations, like quantification2 
and membership. In the abstract syntax tree, these expressions will have 
the operator node on top and the operands as leaves. It is a relatively easy 
m atter for the code generator, upon spotting these operators, to generate 
one or more special parallel instructions. On the Connection Machine [15], 
we can even incorporate a combining function (e.g. o r  for the membership 
operator).
3.2 .3  V ector
Vector processors, like the CRAY-1 [27], have several processors th a t can be 
pipelined together3 so that several operations can be performed on different 
operands in an assembly fine manner. Like array processors, though in a
very different manner, vector processors exploit data parallelism. Thus the
3McGraw notes the parallelism of f o r a l l  in [22].
3Most vector processors can also be used like array processors.
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only difference to the code generator from array processors is in the code 
it generates. Knowing the series of microinstructions to be performed on 
each operand, and the path of the pipeline, it should be a straightforward 
transformation from an array implementation.
3 .2 .4  M u lticom p u ter
A multicomputer is composed of several independent processor/memory units 
that interact with the outside world through a host processor, and with each 
other through a communication network. The main advantage of such an 
architecture (apart from relative ease of construction) is the ability to per­
form asynchronous computation, which means that a processor can perform 
a computation independently of other processors. Perhaps the best way to 
take advantage of this is through dynamic load balancing, which partitions 
the data into small pieces (ideally, so that there are more pieces than proces­
sors), which are assigned one at a time to a processor for computation. When 
the processor is finished, it returns the result to the host processor and re­
ceives a new piece to compute. This algorithm also exploits data parallelism, 
in a different manner from both vector and array processors. Designing a 
code generator to do this automatically, however, is more difficult, because 
distribution of data  is determined at run time, rather than compile time. It 
is still relatively straightforward, however.
First, the host processor must send a piece to each node processor. Then
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when a process is finished computing, it sends the result back to the host. 
The host, remembering which piece it gave to this process, records the result 
accordingly and sends the node processor a new piece. This continues until 
all results have been received by the host processor, and there are no more 
pieces to compute. Finally, the host returns the result to the user.
A multicomputer, though, can exploit instruction parallelism as well as 
data parallelism. Instruction parallelism occurs when two operations have 
input and output operands that are each independent of the other operation. 
Since they are independent, they can be executed concurrently regardless 
of location in the program. Determining operand independence, however, 
requires a complex and expensive process called dependency analysis [31].
Dependency analysis is easier to perform on a  Grasp AST than on a 
sequential program in a language like FORTRAN because the dependency 
graph for our abstract syntax tree is precisely the abstract syntax tree itself! 
An informal proof would run as follows: Each operator depends only on 
the value of its operands, any internal calculation can be performed using 
independent scratch variables. Since only operators4 have subtrees, each 
of which represents an operand, the dependency structure is precisely the 
abstract syntax tree.
FORTRAN programs, on the other hand, can use global variables—which
can obtain values from anywhere in the program. They can also have vari­
4And object constructors (§2.1.3.4), which are isomorphic to operators.
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able array indices (which make it potentially impossible to determine which 
element is being modified) and conditioned expressions (which make it poten­
tially impossible to determine what part of the program is being run). All of 
these add greatly to the number of potential (though not necessarily actual) 
dependencies that must be accounted for.
3.2 .5  D ataflow
Dataflow architectures are based on the data flow model of computation (see 
§3.3.7). They have a relatively large number of relatively small processors 
tha t can be configured dynamically into directed acyclic graphs that model 
the data flow of the program. Each processor waits until its operands have 
been computed and sent to it, then computes a result and sends it to other 
waiting processors.
The Grasp code generator would map each operator to a processor, con­
necting inputs to outputs using the abstract syntax tree as a map. Since the 
abstract syntax tree represents all (operand) dependencies inherent in the 
program, and the hardware will wait for the operands to arrive, this is all we 
need. Except that dataflow architectures seem to take single values (integers) 
as operands, and Grasp operates on sets. Since any set operation in Grasp 
performs the same operation on every element, one merely needs to pipe the 
elements of the set through the processor one at a time and accumulate the 
results. Of course, in Grasp even elements can be sets, which means we may
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have to use two “levels” of processors: one level takes the single values and 
operates on them individually to get the smallset results, the other operates 
on the results to get the setset result.
3 .2 .6  V L IW
VLIW, or Very Long Instruction Word processors use a single instruction 
with partitions for each node and a central quantum clock [10]. Such ma­
chines can compute both synchronously and asynchronously at various times 
over various combinations of nodes. Such a complex machine requires a 
complex code generator to generate efficient code. Ellis developed such a 
compiler for a FORTRAN-like language called TinyLISP. While the machine 
(called ELI) was developed for mathematical computation, like matrix trans­
formation, there is no reason we can’t assume more general processors and 
operations.
Ellis’ compiler (called Bulldog) takes advantage of the available paral­
lelism in part by using trace scheduling, which determines dependencies over 
the execution stream of a “probable” run. Available data suggest tha t there 
is a great deal of parallelism to be extracted from most relevant programs 
[24]. Grasp programs, being highly regular and highly parallel in nature, are 
likely to show similar improvements.
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3 .2 .7  O ther
There are several hybrid architectures that utilize more than one methodol­
ogy. An interesting example of this is the Massively Parallel Processor [5], 
which allows one to operate over an array of pipelined processors. As this 
architecture merely allows us to  utilize data parallelism in two orthogonal 
ways at once, it is a matter of the code generator being able to partition sets 
and generate microinstructions in a manner similar to ordinary array and 
ordinary vector processors.
There is another architecture of great interest, one we might call a junc­
tional architecture. The /i3L [7] processor is designed to operate on func­
tional programming languages. The internal representation for these func­
tional programs is a 3L-tree5, which allows for easy representation of (nested) 
definition uses. More conventional operations are performed by separate pro­
cessors, potentially in parallel. The fiSL architecture exploits parallelism of 
function calls in a data flow manner.
A code generator could easily find definition uses6, even nested ones. The 
difficult part is mixing definition use with ordinary operations like addition 
and set membership. One approach would be to partition the remainder of 
the AST (the part that isn’t definition uses) into subtrees and treat the root
of the subtrees as functions of the root nodes. But we would have to pass
S3L  stands for Lisp Like Language.
6Rem em ber, function call =  definition use.
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all the local variables that are used in the subtree. Thus the code generator 
would have to keep a scoped symbol table to determine which values to pass 
to the “function.”
3.2 .8  A pp licab ility  in G eneral
As a class of programming languages, specification languages have several 
nice properties. First of all, they’re nonprocedural, which means the pro­
grammer needn’t give a step-by-step algorithm to find the desired result. 
Second, they’re applicative, which means all dependencies are known at com­
pile time. And third, they are data flow in nature, which allows us to generate 
outputs as soon as inputs are available. On top of that, Grasp adds a highly 
parallel domain, which often gives us many opportunities to parallelize our 
code. And on top of that, the use of syntax trees allows us to create coarse 
grained parallelism (parallelizing near the root of the tree), fine grained par­
allelism (near the leaves of the tree), or any combination or gradation thereof. 
This makes Grasp highly optimizing, yet straightforward to use. As we see 
in the next section, other languages cannot easily make such a claim.
3.3 Com parison to  Other Languages
As the development of high level languages (notably FORTRAN) antedates 
the development of parallel architectures, it is natural that every architecture 
would have one or more high level languages associated with it. In addition,
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many programming languages have been developed independent of specific 
hardware projects. In this section, we look at several of these languages— 
grouped by class7—and compare their power and ease of use to specification 
languages and Grasp.
3.3 .1  V ectorizing  C om pilers
From the programmer’s perspective, the simplest way to parallelize programs 
is through the use of a vectorizing compiler, which takes an ordinary sequen­
tial (usually FORTRAN) program and converts some operations (usually DO 
loops) to parallel ones. In numerical applications, they can apparently ex­
tract an impressive amount of parallelism [19]. But the parallelism they can 
extract is limited primarily to data parallelism8, and even that is limited to 
dependency free iterative constructs. Since most sequential programs con­
tain a large number of potential dependencies, it is still up to the user to 
structure the program in a manner that the vectorizer can utilize.
3.3 .2  Language E xtensions
From the language implementor’s perspective, the simplest way to parallelize 
a programming language is to take an already existing language and add par­
7Thom sen and Knudsen have w ritten an excellent taxonom y of programming languages 
[30]. While they categorize by practical criteria like execution stream s and synchronization, 
I prefer to  categorize by com putational model.
8Although the Cray C FT compiler can apparently perform optimistic evaluation of 
conditional statem ents.
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allel constructs. These can range from message passing functions (like the 
Cosmic Environment) to parallel operators (like the Connection Machine). 
Language extensions will usually be tailored to a specific class of architecture, 
because different classes exploit parallelism in different ways. For instance, 
the message passing scheme works best on multicomputers, and the parallel 
operator scheme works best on array processors. An interesting exception is 
the language Actus [25] (really an extension of Pascal), which is designed to 
be portable on both array and vector processors. As we already noted, both 
architectures exploit data parallelism, so this is a natural combination. Ex­
tensions to incorporate instruction parallelism, for example, are less obvious.
Some parallel extensions are also tied to specific programming languages. 
For instance, paralation (short for parallel relation) is essentially a parallel 
map, and is a much more natural extension to LISP than C.
3.3 .3  D istr ib u ted  L anguages
The first truly parallel (as opposed to parallelized) languages were distributed 
languages. They assumed a distributed computing model: separate proces­
sor/memory units that interact solely by a communication network. The 
inspiration for these languages was clearly Hoare’s paper on Communicating 
Sequential Processes[16]. It shouldn’t be surprising that distributed lan­
guages work best on distributed architectures. For instance, Occam [20], a 
robust version of CSP, is the base language of the Transputer. The Transputer
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is a computer-on-a-chip designed to be networked into large “distributed” 
systems. For other distributed languages like Concurrent Pascal [6] and SR 
[2], I am only aware of simulations on sequential computers (like Grasp!).
3.3.4 Synchronized  Languages
Since there are distributed languages that are designed to work on distributed 
architectures, it should be no surprise that there are synchronized languages 
that are designed to work on synchronized (i.e. array) architectures. W hat is 
surprising is that all such languages, in particular CONNECTION M ACHINE 
LISP, appear to be extensions of sequential languages. Array processors 
exploit parallelism by executing the same instruction or instructions on sev­
eral operands at once. Thus, all one has to do is create parallel versions of 
basic operations that take multiple value operands instead of single value 
operands. The rest of the base language can remain intact. But for systems 
that operate asynchronously but in parallel (like transaction-oriented and 
real time systems) this is not enough, because we need to be able to perform 
different operations on different types of data at the same time.
3.3.5 Logic P rogram m ing
A logic program consists of a set of logical sentences, which are reduced to 
one or more goals through a process called resolution. Each sentence can have 
one or more terms, which may contain common variables that must possess
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identical values. There are two ways to exploit parallelism in these languages: 
by resolving different terms of a single sentence concurrently (called AND- 
parallelism), and by resolving different sentences with the same functor (or 
logical function) at their heads (called OR-parallelism).
The quintessential logic programming language is PROLOG, and the two 
chief parallel logic languages are both extensions of PROLOG. The two lan­
guages, PARLOG [9] and Concurrent Prolog [29], are similar in many other 
ways as well. Both exploit AND-parallelism and OR-parallelism. AND- 
parallelism and OR-parallelism are both forms of instruction parallelism, the 
difference is that AND-parallelism requires shared memory to unify variables 
used in different terms, where OR-parallelism requires distinct sentences to 
use separate variables, with already unified values being copied for each new 
sentence. Communication is handled via streams, which are arbitrarily long 
lists of terms. Because lists can hold variables, this allows two-way commu­
nication in a flexible manner.
The chief drawback to these languages, from a portability standpoint, is 
their difficulty in supporting data parallelism. There are ways of addressing 
this problem—allowing lists to be accessed in parallel, for instance—but the 
implementation is not clear. Another drawback is the use of shared variables.
These are easier and faster to run on shared memory multiprocessors9. Also,
9Indeed, PARLOG is being implemented on ALICE: a tightly coupled multiprocessor 
with shared memory.
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shared memory prevents a language from being applicative, which means 
order of subexecution can affect the final result.
3.3 .6  F un ction al Languages
In functional languages, the central objects are functions. One can operate 
on functions by calling them or composing them  together. Usually, one 
also allows such operations as currying, applying over a set (mapping), and 
reduction. Functional languages are applicative, because functions return a 
single value with no side effects. They also have the property that order of 
subexpression evaluation is irrelevant10, which makes them easy to parallelize. 
Indeed, functional languages were designed from the beginning to be parallel 
in nature [3].
Specification languages are a subset of the functional languages11, thus 
Grasp can be considered a parallel functional language. There are more 
representative examples, however, like ParALFL [17]. ParALFL parallelizes 
programs by assigning functions to specific processors via a user declara­
tion. It also allows the user to choose between lazy and eager evaluation of 
expressions.
Two things to note about this parallelizing technique. First of till, paral-
lelization is limited to the functional level. That means an entire function—
10Assuming term ination of all subexpressions.
n T hat is, when they are evaluated in an applicative m anner, which they always can be.
Remember, specification languages are nonprocedural.
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except for function calls, of course—is executed in a single execution stream. 
This is the most natural way to parallelize functional languages: indeed, /i3L 
does it in hardware using a task queue. But there is certainly more parallelism 
to exploit than that, unless everything is reduced to function calls.
Second, note that one must allocate functions to processors oneself. This 
is highly similar to the spawning (and killing) of processes in a normal dis­
tributed environment, and only slightly more expressive. In Grasp, it is up 
to the code generator to allocate code to specific processors. This certainly 
makes Grasp easier to use, albeit with a potential loss of parallelism at the 
functional level.
3 .3 .7  D ataflow  L anguages
The idea behind dataflow languages is to be able to determine the flow of 
data at compile time. As Ackerman points out [1], this means no side effects, 
because side effects change data in unpredictable ways. Since there are no 
side effects, dataflow languages are also applicative languages. Grasp is also 
a dataflow language12, but differs from others in that it is nonprocedural. 
The most commonly known dataflow language is VAL [22], which has also 
been called a specification language.
VAL is a procedural language with the stipulation tha t all variables can
13In fact, the d a ta  flow representation of a G rasp program is ju st the ab strac t syntax 
tree turned on its side!
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only be assigned to once13. Parallelization is done by converting a program 
to a data flow graph, then allowing operations to run concurrently where 
neither is an ancestor of the other. Thus one can execute all the leaves of 
the graph concurrently, then all the leaves of the remaining graph (we can 
remove a node once we’ve performed the operation associated with it) and so 
on. Besides this implicit parallelization, VAL has an explicit parallel operator 
called f  o r a l l  that can automatically operate on all elements in parallel. The 
language has some nice features, including full error handling capability and 
multiple return values from functions. It is highly portable, as McGraw notes: 
“The definition of VAL is completely independent of any machine structure 
(real or model) [22] .” It suffers, however, a little in ease of use because of 
the need to give an explicit algorithm while avoiding multiple assignments. 
In Grasp, avoidance of multiple assignments is handled automatically.
3 .3 .8  O thers
Some parallel languages are practical in nature. The obvious example of 
such a language is Ada, which no discussion of parallel programming lan­
guages would be complete without. While Ada is probably the most care­
fully designed parallel programming language to date, there are problems 
that weren’t addressed and should be. For instance, the problem of execut­
ing multiple sends concurrently as mentioned in [23]. While Grasp is not
13Except in f o r  loops, where a restricted form of reassignment is allowed.
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capable, even theoretically, of solving real time problems like Ada; I would 
point out th a t one could fork a separate process to perform the send via 
rendezvous and continue processing the rest of the task. There is no reason 
why a Grasp (or any other) code generator couldn’t perform sends in this 
manner, if th a t is what one wanted.
Other languages are experimental in nature. They are not parallel ex­
tensions of sequential models of computation, nor are they models of specific 
parallel architectures. Perhaps the best example of this is UNITY [8], a 
language based on fixed point calculation. The idea is that once a set of 
computations “settle down” to the right result, they will continue to remain 
in this state though they can continue to execute possibly indefinitely. As­
suming all the required calculations get a “fair share” of computation time, 
Chandy and Misra prove that many important concurrent problems can be 
solved using UNITY. So far as the author knows, however, no parallel im­
plementation of UNITY exists. This makes it difficult to determine how to 
port UNITY to  different architectures.
3.3 .9  C om parability  in G eneral
Most parallel programming languages fall into one of two categories: either 
they are extensions of already existing sequential languages or they are de­
signed for a specific machine14. Both of these entail a lack of portability
14 And many languages fall into both of these categories, for very practical reasons.
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across widely differing architectures, although for different reasons.
Parallelization of sequential languages requires one to either build a com­
piler that can extract parallelism from a sequential program, or to  add exten­
sions to the language that allow the programmer to exploit the parallelism 
herself. This is where we get the tradeoff between parallelism and ease of use. 
Vectorizing compilers are easy to use only if one accepts limits on the amount 
of parallelism exploited. Language extensions do not limit the amount of par­
allelism one can exploit, but they require one to understand the underlying 
architecture. Further, both choices limit portability: parallelizing compilers 
are for the moment limited to array and vector processors, and extensions 
must be created anew for each new class of architecture.
Languages designed for a specific machine are naturally tailored to the 
machine they are written for. And there is little incentive to  port these lan­
guages to different architectures. For instance, would anyone write a version 
of Occam for an array processor, or a version of Paris15 for a multicomputer?
Grasp was designed using a different principle: tha t the compiler should 
be able to write code given only a high level (but complete) description of the 
problem to be solved. This view has long been held by program synthesis 
practitioners, but Grasp takes it a step further by subsuming paralleliza-
tion with more mundane concerns like subgoal and value maintenance. This
15Paris (from Paralle l instruction set) is the assembly language of the Connection 
Machine.
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means that the user need only specify the desired result, and the Grasp code 
generator will create code tailored to the specific architecture. As we have 
seen, Grasp has many nice properties tha t facilitate this process. In fact, the 
available evidence suggests that code generators for nonprocedural languages 
can exploit parallelism better than most programmers can through relatively 
unrestricted parallel primitives. And they require less user effort than hand 
optimization.
C hapter 4 
C onclusions
There were two aspects to this project: the design and creation of a pro­
gramming language and working translator, and a comparison of this lan­
guage with others to show its potential usefulness. We have already seen 
some problems with the current design of the language, largely due to time 
constraints and the need to get a working translator built. In fact, I cannot 
even say that the translator works properly, because I haven’t  tested the 
generated code to see whether it produces the right results. I can only say 
tha t, after conducting hundreds of tests with dozens of sample specifications, 
it produces the code I expected it to produce. And Grasp is clearly a toy 
language: it has no facilities for input and output, or even direct execution— 
the Grasp translator only generates functions tha t must be embedded into 
C programs.
Nevertheless, there are several good points about it. The language is 
surprisingly powerful in specifying graphs, and the specifications are much
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easier to write than the corresponding programs would be. For example, 
one of the larger specifications is 11 lines long and takes 350 bytes. When 
translated into C, the corresponding function is 160 lines long and takes 4300 
bytes, or more than 10 times as much. The translator is cleanly designed 
and surprisingly small. In fact, toward the end of the project, more code was 
being deleted than added!
There is a great deal of room for further research. The most obvious 
place to start is with the creation of a parallel code generator for one or 
more architectures. This should only require rewriting the portions of the 
program that emit actual code. Another area worth addressing is changes to 
the language itself. Input/output is badly needed, and one should have more 
general data structures. It is worth seeing whether specification languages 
can support more general computing.
While I believe Grasp is an interesting language in and of itself, and the 
translator I wrote for it has some interesting features, the main objective of 
my research was to show that the idea of high-level nonprocedural specifica­
tions could be usefully incorporated into parallel programming languages. I 
believe that specifications can provide a great deal of portability while being 
relatively easy to generate and use. If this thesis encourages other parallel 
language and system designers to investigate the use of specifications in their 
languages and systems, then it was well worth the effort.
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A ppen d ix  A  
T ext o f Scanner
The scanner for the Grasp translator was written using lex , a scanner gener­
ator available under the UNIX operating system. One gives it a regular gram­
mar for the tokens of the language, and it creates a routine called yy lex () 
tha t will scan the input until a token rule is satisfied, then return a token 
value.
The input to lex  was printed using tg r in d , a program pretty-printer for 
laser printers available under the UNIX operating system.
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(G rasp.lex)









i i . n return COLON;
M— — return RESULT;
n | n return BAR;
i i  |  n return PLUS;
n _ n return MINUS;
i i  i i
I return COMMA;
i i _ i i return EQ;
•• return NEQ;




n   ̂i i return LBRACE;
i » J , m return RBRACE;
\" return DQUOTE;
an d /{N } return AND;
e x ists /{N } return EXISTS;
firat/{N } return FIRST;
forall/{N } return FORALL;
in /{N } return IN;
la st/{N } return LAST;
m a x /{N } return MAX;
m in /{N } return MIN;
n o t/{N } return NOT;
n u ll/{N } return _NULL;
° f /{ N } return OF;
°r /{ N } return OR;
s t /{ N } return ST;
subaet«_of/{N} return SUBSETS_OF;
integer/{N } return INTEGER;
b oolean /{N } return BOOLEAN;
v ertex /{N } return VERTEX;
ed ge/{N } return EDGE;
v se t/{N } return VSET;
e8e t /{ N } return ESET;
V8e tse t /{N } return VSETSET;
esetB et/{N } return ESETSET;
graph/{N } return GRAPH;
[A—Za—a][0—9A—Z a -z ]* {stm cpy(nam eG , yytext, IDSIZE); return ID;}
[0 -9 ]+ return INTLIT;
"."[0 —9]+ return VLIT;
tru e /{N } return BLIT;
falae/{N } return BLIT;
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A ppendix  B  
B N F  Gram m ar for Grasp
In the following grammar, anything written in ty p e w rite r  font is a termi­
nal, anything in italics is a nonterminal. An asterisk (*) means zero or more 
instances, a plus (+ ) means one or more instances, and a slash ( /)  means 
choice of one: unless they’re in typewriter font, which means they are ter­
minals. An ellipsis ( . . . )  refers to all terminals whose values lie between the 
one immediately preceding and the one immediately following.
This grammar actually creates a superset of legal Grasp specifications, 
since it doesn’t check the type of certain expressions. It also doesn’t  check 
that identifiers are 32 characters and other implementation dependent details.
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specification — > definition*
definition — > id{parlist —> type) : property
id — ► letter(letter /  digit /  _)*
letter — ► a / b / . . . / z / A / . . . / Z
digit — ► 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9
parlist — ► decl /  deal , parlist
decl — > "type id"
var — ► id /  decl
type — > in te g e r  /  boolean  /  v e rtex  /  edge /  v s e t  /  e se t
v s e ts e t  /  e s e t s e t  /  graph 
property — ► intexp /  boolexp /  vertexexp /  edgeexp /  vsetexp
esetexp /  vsetsetexp /  esetsetexp j  graphexp 
intexp — > intform  /  alltypesform
boolexp — > boolform /  alltypesform
vertexexp — > vertexform /  alltypesform
edgeexp — > edgeform j  alltypesform
vsetexp — > vsetform  /  smallsetform  /  setform /  alltypesform
esetexp — > esetform /  smallsetform  /  setform  /  alltypesform
vsetsetexp — » vsetsetform  /  setsetform  /  setform  /  alltypesform
esetsetexp — ► esetsetform /  setsetform  /  setform /  alltypesform














vsetform  /  esetform /  smallsetform  /  setform  /  
alltypesform
vsetsetform j  esetsetform /  setsetform
/  setform j  alltypesform
vertexform /  edgeform /  vsetform  /  esetform
vsetform  /  esetform /  vsetsetform  /
esetsetform /  smallsetform /  setsetform  /
setform  /  alltypesform
id /  defuse
intlit /  intexp + intexp /  intexp -  intexp 
# setexp /  ( intform)
boollit /  not boolexp /  boolexp and boolexp /  
boolexp or boolexp /  property = property /  
property /=  property /  (.elementexp in  setexp)
/  quantification /  ( boolform)
vertexlit /  f i r s t  edgeexp /  l a s t  edgeexp /
(vertexform)
(vertexexp, vertexexp) /  (edgeform)
{ v/tsi } /  v se t graphexp /  (vsetform)
{ e/tsf } /  e se t graphexp /  (esetform)
{ vs/isf } /  (vsetsetform)
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esetsetform — > { eslist } /  (.esetsetform)
graphform — » { vsetexp \ esetexp } /  (graphform)
smallsetform  — > min setsetexp /  max setsetexp /  (smallsetform)
setsetform  — > subsets_of smallsetexp /  { allsetlist } /  (setsetform)
setform  — > ofstform  /  { alllist } /  n u l l  type /  (setform)
intlit — > digit+
boollit — ► f a l s e  /  tru e
vertexlit — > .
alllist — > alltypesform /  alltypesform , alllist
vlist — * vertexform /  vertexform , vlist /  vertexform , alllist
/  alltypesform , vlist 
elist — > edgeform /  edgeform , elist /  edgeform , alllist /
alltypesform , elist 
allsetlist — > setform  /  setform , allsetlist
vsetlist — > vsetform  /  vsetform , vsetlist /  vsetform , allsetlist
/  setform , vsetlist 
esetlist — ► esetform /  esetform , esetlist /  esetform , allsetlist
/  setform , esetlist 
quantification — > ( quantifier ) [ boolexp ]
quantifier — > f o r a l l  ofstform /  e x is t s  ofstform
ofstform  — > t»or of setexp s t  boolexp
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defuse — > id(.arglist)
arglist — ► property /  property , arglist
A ppendix  C 
Text o f Parser
The parser for the Grasp translator was generated using yacc, a parser gen­
erator available under the UNIX operating system. Given a context-free 
grammar as input, yacc creates a function called yyparseO  that takes to­
kens (integers) as input and parses them by the rules of the context-free 
grammar, calling other functions to generate code. The return values of each 
rule are combined into an abstract syntax tree tha t serves as an I-code for 
code generation.
The input to yacc was printed using tg r in d , a program pretty-printer 
for laser printers available under the UNIX operating system.
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(Grasp.yy)
/ *  R C S Info g j
SHeader: G rasp.yy,v 1.10 1 8 /1 1 /S I  15:28:07 tag Locked S
SLog: G rasp.yy,v  S 
R evision 1.10 8 8 /1 1 /2 7  15:22:07 tag 
Added setform  to elementexp
Revision 1.9 8 8 /0 9 /1 5  21:55:10 tag
A ll variables vsed in a function art now declared at the top io
Made progress toward parsing generic sets, still have more to go
Revision 1.8 8 8 /0 9 /0 5  0f:f8:59 tag
Can now parse generic sets of sets (a recently found bug)
R evision 1 .7  8 8 /0 8 /3 0  19:18:55 tag
Added a —t flag to prin t abstract syntax trees and a —d flag to prin t 
parse rule application info.
Revision 1.8 8 8 /0 8 /2 8  12:15:36 tag ao
Changed Logs to Log, like ii should be
7
%start defliat 
%to k e n  ID 501 INTLIT 502 VLIT 503 BLIT 504
% to k e n  NUM BER 505 COLON
% to k e n  PLUS 509 MINUS
% token  NEQ 513 LPAR
% to k e n  RB RACKET 517 LBRACE
506 RESULT 507 BAR 508
510 COMMA 511 EQ 512
514 RPAR 515 LBRACKET 516 
518 RBRACE 519 DQUOTE 520
535 BOOLEAN  
539 ESET  
543
% token  AND  
% to k e n  IN 
% token  NOT  
% token  ST
% to k e n  INTEGER  
% to k e n  VSET  
% to k en  GRAPH
%{
# d efin e  YYDEBUG
# d e f in e  YY STYPE ASTnodeP
int in .decl =  FALSE; 
int in.defh =  FALSE; 
int jG =  0;
521 EXISTS 522 FIRST 523 FORALL 524 
525 LAST 528 MAX 527 MIN 528
529 .NULL 530 OF 531 OR 532
533 SUBSETS OF 534
536 VERTEX  
540 VSETSET













{  i f  (debugF) printf(,,H \n " )j}  
| defliat definition 
{  i f  (debugF) printf("lB\n");}
: defstart defname parameters COLON property 
{
i f  (debugF) printf("2 \n W ) ;
defG =  TREE($3, $2 -> to k e n , $5);
i f  (treeF) { prtree(defG, 0); printf(" \n\nM); }











i f  (debugF) printf("3 ");
HASH(nameG, NONAME, DEFINE); / *  N eceitary, became the
definition name i t  cleared 
before we can declare it, 
i f  not the l t i  definition */




i f  (debugF) printf("4 ");
HASH(nameG, DEFNAME, DECLARE); 
getname(nameG, DEFINE); 
def_add(nameG); 
in_de£n =  FALSE;
*$ = $1;
}
: LPAR parlist RESULT type RPAR  
{
i f  (debugF) printf("S "); 
def_type($4- >  token);
















i f  (debugF) printf("6 A ");
SS =  $1;
}
| decl COMMA parlist / *  R everted  to get a better A S T  *f
{
i f  (debugF) printf("6 B ");
SS =  TREE(S3, PAR, $1);
}
: idecl
{ if (debugF) printf("7A “) 
| bdecl
{ if (debugF) printf("7B ") 
| vdecl
{ if (debugF) printf("7C ") 
| edecl
{ if (debugF) printf("7D ") 
| vsdecl
{ if (debugF) printf("7E ") 
| esdecl
{  if (debugF) printf("7F ") 
| vssded
{ if (debugF) print£("7G '•) 
| easdecl
{ if (debugF) printf(H7H ") 
I gdecl
{ if (debugF) printf("7I “)
120
; SS — $1 ;)
; =  Si;}
; SS =  Si;}
; ss =  Si;}
; ss =  Si;}
; SS =  Si;}
; SS =  Si;}
; ss =  Si;}
; ss =  Si;}
: dq iname id DQ UO TE  
{
i f  (debugF) printf( ,,8  ");
HASH(nameG, typeG , DECLARE); 
jG  =  getname(nameG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TR EE(UNU SED , jG , UNUSED), $ 2 -> to k en , UNUSED); 
in decl =  FALSE;
}
: dq bn&me id DQ UO TE  
{
i f  (debugF) printfl^'B ");
HASH(nameG, typeG , DECLARE); 
jG  =  getname(nameG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TR EE(UNU SED , jG , UNUSED), $ 2 -> to k en , UNUSED); 
in decl =  FALSE;
}









: dq vname id DQUOTE  
{
if (debugF) printf(" 1 0  M);
RASH(nameG, typeG , DECLARE); 
jG =  getname(nameG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), $ 2 -> to k en , UNUSED); 
in decl =  FALSE;
>
; 170
: dq ename id DQUOTE  
{
if (debugF) p r in tf(" ll ");
HASH(nameG, typeG , DECLARE); 
jG =  getname(nameG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), S 2 -> tok en , UNUSED); 
in decl =  FALSE;
}
; iso
: dq vsnaxne id DQUOTE  
{
if (debugF) printf( , ,1 2  ");
HASH(nameG, typeG , DECLARE); 
jG =  getname(n&meG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), $ 2 -> to k en , UNUSED); 
in decl =  FALSE;
}
; iso
: dq eanaxne id DQUOTE
if (debugF) printf("13 ");
HASH(nameG, typeG , DECLARE); 
jG =  getn&me(n&meG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), S 2 -> tok en , UNUSED); 
in decl =  FALSE;
}
; 3oo
: dq vssname id DQUOTE  
{
if (debugF) printf("14 ");
HASH(nameG, typeG , DECLARE); 
jG =  getname(nameG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), $ 2 -> to k en , UNUSED); 
in .ded =  FALSE;
}
; 3io
: dq eun&me id DQUOTE







i f  (debugF) printf(M16 ");
HASH(nameG, typeG, DECLARE); 
jG = getname(nameG, USE);
SS = TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), S2->token, UNUSED); 
indecl =  FALSE;
(G rasp.yy)
67
: dq gname id DQUOTE 
{
i f  (debugF) printf(M18 ");
HASH(nameG, typeG, DECLARE); 
jG  =  getname(uameG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), S 2 -> to k en , UNUSED); 




if (debugF) printf("17 "); 
in decl =  TRUE;
}
: iname
{ if (debugF) printf("18A ") 
| bname 
{ if (debugF) printf("18B ") 
| vname 
{ if (debugF) printf("18C ") 
| ename 
{ if (debugF) printf("18D '•) 
| vsname 
{ if (debugF) printf("18E ") 
| esname
{ if (debugF) printf("18F "
| vssname
{ if (debugF) printf(,>18G ") 
| esaname 
{ if (debugF) printf("18H ") 
| gname 
{ if (debugF) printf("18I ")
; ss
; » =  Si;}
; ss =  Si;}
i ** =  Si;}
; ss = $i;}
; SS =  Si;}
; ss =  Si;}
; SS =  Si;}
; SS — $1;}
: INTEGER 
{
i f  (debugF) printf(,,19 "); 
typeG =  INTEGER;
SS = TREE(UNUSED, INTEGER, UNUSED);
}
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bname : BOOLEAN 
{
i f  (debugF) printf(" 2 0  •'); 
typeG =  BOOLEAN;
$S =  TREE(UNUSED, BOOLEAN, UNUSED);
}
68
vname : VERTEX  
{
i f  (debugF) printf(" 2 1  “); 
typeG =  VERTEX;
SS =  TREE(UNUSED, VERTEX, UNUSED);
}
: EDGE  
{
i f  (debugF) printi( ,,2 2  "); 
typeG =  EDGE;
SS =  TREE(UNUSED, EDGE, UNUSED);
}
: VSET  
{
i f  (debugF) printf("23 "); 
typeG =  VSET;
SS =  TREE(UNUSED, VSET, UNUSED);
}
: ESET  
{
i f  (debugF) printf("24 "); 
typeG -  ESET;




i f  (debugF) printf("25 "); 
typeG =  VSETSET;
SS =  TREE(UNUSED, VSETSET, UNUSED);
{
ESETSET
if  (debugF) p r in t f ^ e  "); 
typeG =  ESETSET;
SS =  TREE(UNUSED, ESETSET, UNUSED);








: GRAPH  
{
i f  (debugF) printf("27 "); 
typeG =  GRAPH;
SS =  TREE(U NUSED, GRAPH, UNUSED);
}
prop
i f  (debugF) printf("28A "); SS =  $1;} 
fun call
i f  (debugF) printf("28B "); SS =  S i;}
: intform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("29A "); M (A II M M
| boolfonn
{  i f  (debugF) printf("29B "); SS =  SI;}
| singlesub
{  i f  (debugF) printf("29C "); M M II M
| setform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("29D "); SS =  SI;}
| smallsetsub
{  i f  (debugF) printf("29E "); SS =  $ 1 ; }
| setsetsub
{  i f  (debugF) printf("29F ");
wIIMM
| graphform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("29G "); SS =  SI;}
: vertexform
{  i f  (debugF) printf(''30A "); SS =  SI;}
| edgeform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("30B "); S$ =  SI;}
: setsetform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("31A "); $$ =  $ 1 ; }
| vsetsetform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("31B "); SS =  $ 1 ; }
| esetsetform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("31C "); SS =  $ 1 ; }
: smallsetform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("32A "); $S =  SI;}
| vsetform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("32B "); $ $  =  $ 1 ; }
| esetform

















{  i f  (debugF) printf("33A\n"); SS =  Si;} 
| funcall
{  i f  (debugF) printf("33B\n"); SS =  S i;} 
| LPAR alltypeeform RPAR  
{  i f  (debugF) printf("33C "); SS =  S2;}
: ileaf
{ i f  (debugF) printf(,,341 '•); SS =  SI;} 
| bleaf
{ i f  (debugF) printf("34B "); SS =  $1;} 
I Prop
{ i f  (debugF) printf("34C "); SS =  SI;}
: ID
{
i f  (debugF) printf("3S "); 
i f  (!(in_decl || in_de£n)) {
HASH(nameG, NONAME, USE); 
jG  =  getname(nameG, USE);
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), typeG, UNUSED); 
}e lae  {
HASH(nameG, NONAME, DEFINE); / *  Can't USE because we »/ 
jG  =  getname(nameG, DEFINE); / *  don't have a type */
SS =  TREE(UNUSED, jG, U N U SE D );/* value in the symiab */
}
}
: defcall LPAR argliBt RPAR  
{
i f  (debugF) printf("38 '•);




i f  (debugF) printf(,'37 ");
HASH(nameG, DEFNAME, USE); / *  Override id »/ 
jG =  getname(nameG, USE);




i f  (debugF) printf("38A "); 
$$ =  Si;
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}
arglist COMMA varform
i f  (debugF) printf("38B "); 




{ i f  (debugF) printf("39A "); SS =  S i;}  
| onetypeform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("39B "); SS =  S i;}
/ *  IN TE G E R  form  rules */
intform : pmform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("40A "); SS =  $1;} 
| parpmform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("40B "); SS =  S i;}  
| numform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("40C •'); S$ =  S i;}
pmform : intexp PLUS intterm
{
i f  (debugF) printf("41A '*);
SS =  TR EE(Sl, PLUS, S3);
}
| intexp MINUS intterm
{
i f  (debugF) printf("41B ");
SS =  TREE($1, MINUS, S3);
}
parpmform : LPAR pmform RPAR
{ i f  (debugF) printf("42A "); SS =  S2;} 
| LPAR parpmform RPAR  
{ i f  (debugF) printf("42B "); SS =  S2;}
numform : NUM BER setexp
{
i f  (debugF) printf("43A ");
SS =  TREE($2, NUMBER, UNUSED);
}
I LPAR numform RPAR  
{ i f  (debugF) printf("43B "); SS =  $2;}
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intexp : pmform
{  i f  (debugF) printfl("44A "); SS =  Si;} 
| intterm
{ i f  (debugF) printf("44B "); SS =  Si;}
intterm  : numform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("4BA '*); SS =  Si;} 
| parpmform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("4SB "); SS =  Si;} 
| alltypesform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("4BC '•); SS =  Si;} 
| ileaf
{  i f  (debugF) printf("46D "); SS =  SI;}
ileaf : INTLIT 
{
i f  (debugF) printfijMBA "); 
jG  =  atoi(yytext);
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG , UNUSED), INTEGER,
}
| LPAR ileaf RPAR
{ i f  (debugF) printf("46B "); SS =  $2;}
/ *  B O O LE A N  form  ruler
NO TE : in form t and relopforms M U ST  be surrounded by parentheses 
except at the top level
boolform : orform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("47A "); SS =  SI;}
| parorform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("47B "); S$ =  *i;}
| andform





{ i f  (debugF) printf("47D "); M M II M
| notform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("47E "); SS =  SI;}
| inform
{ i f  (debugF) printf(M47F ’’); SS =  $1;}
| parinform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("47G "); $$ =  SI;}
| parrelopform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("47H "); w M II
| quantform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("47I '*); $$ =  SI;}
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if  (debugF) printf("49A -); SS =  S2;}
LPAR parorform RPAR
if  (debugF) printf(M49B ”); SS =  S2;}
disjunct AND conjunct
i f  (debugF) printf("S0 "); SS =  TREE(S1, AN D, $3);}
LPAR andform RPAR
if  (debugF) printf(M51A "); SS =  S2;}
LPAR par andform RPAR
if  (debugF) printf("51B "); SS =  $2;}
NOT conjunct
i f  (debugF) printfC'S2A "); $$ =  TREE(S2, NOT, UNUSED);}
LPAR notform RPAR
if  (debugF) printf("S2B "); SS =  $2;}
elementexp IN setexp
if  (debugF) printf("63 ••); $$ =  TREE(Sl, IN, S3);}
LPAR inform RPAR  
i f  (debugF) printf("S4A "); SS =  S2;} 
LPAR parinform RPAR  
i f  (debugF) printf("S4B "); SS =  S2;}
LPAR alltypesform EQ alltypesform RPAR
if  (debugF) printf("S5A "); SS =  TREE(S2, EQ, $4);}
LPAR alltypesform EQ onetypeform RPAR  
; i f  (debugF) printf("SBB ••); SS =  TREE(S2, EQ, $4);}
LPAR onetypeform EQ alltypesform RPAR 570
; i f  (debugF) printf('*SSC ••); SS =  TREE($2, EQ, $4);}
LPAR onetypeform EQ onetypeform RPAR  
; i f  (debugF) printf("S6D "); SS =  TREE($2, EQ, $4);}
LPAR alltypesform NEQ alltypesform RPAR 
; i f  (debugF) printf("SEE "); SS =  TREE($2, NEQ, S4);}
LPAR alltypesform NEQ onetypeform RPAR  
i f  (debugF) printf("SSF •'); SS =  TREE(S2, NEQ, S4);>
LPAR onetypeform NEQ alltypesform RPAR  
i f  (debugF) printf(l,SBG ••); SS =  TREE(S2, NEQ, S4);}
LPAR onetypeform NEQ onetypeform RPAR sso
{ i f  (debugF) printf("BSH •'); $$ =  TREE(S2, NEQ, S4);>
| LPAR parrelopform RPAR 
{ if  (debugF) printf("SSI "); SS =  S2;}
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74
/ *  NOTE: N either condition* nor quantification* can ie  surrounded by
parenthete*, and quantifier* m utt be turrounded by only 1 pair. 
Thi* can be changed i f  deemed appropriate. TAG
quantform : quantifier condition
{
i f  (debugF) printf("S6  “);
$$ =  TREE(S1—>1, S l-> to k e n , $2);
}
quantifier : LPAR FORALL ofetform RPAR
{
i f  (debugF) printf("S7A ");
SS =  TREE($3, FORALL, UNUSED);
>
| LPAR EXISTS ofetform RPAR  
{
i f  (debugF) printf("57B ");
$$ =  TREE($3, EXISTS, UNUSED);
}
condition : LBRACKET boolval RBRACKET
{ i f  (debugF) printf("S8  "); SS =  S2;}
/ *  BOO LEAN exprettion rule* */
boolval : boolexp
{  i f  (debugF) printf("S9 "); SS =  $ 1;}
boolexp : orform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("60A "); SS =  SI;} 
| disjunct




{ i f  (debugF) printf("61A "); SS =  S i;}  
| conjunct
{ i f  (debugF) printf("61B "); $$ =  $1;}
: parorform
{  i f  (debugF) printf(M62A "); SS =  $1;} 
| par andform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("62B "); SS =  $1;} 
I notform
630
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bleaf
{ if (debugF) printf("62C ••); SS =  SI;}
| parinform
{ if (debugF) printf("62D "); H
MItM
| parrelopform
{ if (debugF) printf("62E "); SS =  Si;}
| quantform
{ if (debugF) printf("62F "); SS =  SI;}
| alltypesform
{ if (debugF) printf("02G •'); SS =  SI;}
| bleaf




if  (debugF) printf("63A ");
i f  (!strcmp(yytext, "true")) jG =  TRUE; else jG =  FALSE;
SS =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG , UNUSED), BOOLEAN, UNUSED);
LPAR bleaf RPAR {printf("63B "); $$ =  $2;}
/ *  graphical (vertex, edge, graph) form  rules */ 






•{ if (debugF) printf("64A "); SS =  Si;} 
LPAR smallsetform RPAR  
{ if (debugF) printf("64B "); SS =  $2;}
subsetsform  
{ if (debugF) printf("65A "); SS =  Si;} 
LPAR setsetform RPAR  
{ if (debugF) printf("65B "); SS =  $2;} 
allsetset
{ if (debugF) printf("6 SC "); SS =  $1;}
ofetform
[ if (debugF) printf("6 6 A "); SS =  Si;} 
LPAR setform RPAR  
[ if (debugF) printf("6 6 B "); SS =  $2;} 
allset
{ if (debugF) printf("6 6 C "); SS = Si;}
VLIT
{
if (debugF) printf("67A "); 
jG  =  ato i(yy tex t+ l);
$$ =  TREE(TREE(UNUSED, jG, UNUSED), VERTEX, UNUSED);










i f  (debugF) prmtf(M67B "); S$ =  *1;}
LPAR ▼ertexform RPAR
if  (debugF) printf("67C •'); SS =  *2;}
LPAR vertexexp COMMA vertexexp RPAR
i f  (debugF) printf("6 8 A "); $$ =  TREE(S2, EDGE, S4);}
76
LPAR edgeform RPAR  
i f  (debugF) printf("6 8 B ");
LBRACE vlist RBRACE 
i f  (debugF) printf("89A ") 
vsetfnform
if  (debugF) printf(“89B ") 
.NULL vsname 
i f  (debugF) printf(M89C ") 
LPAR voetform RPAR  
i f  (debugF) printf("69D ")
LBRACE elist RBRACE 
i f  (debugF) printf("70A ") 
eaetfnform
if  (debugF) printf(”70B ") 
_NULL esname 
i f  (debugF) printf("70C ") 
LPAR eaetform RPAR  
i f  (debugF) printf("70D ")
LBRACE vsetliat RBRACE 
i f  (debugF) printf("71A ") 
.NULL vssname 
’ i f  (debugF) printf("7lB ") 
LPAR vsetsetform RPAR 
i f  (debugF) printf("71C *•)
LBRACE esetlist RBRACE 
i f  (debugF) printf("72A ") 
.NULL essname 
{ i f  (debugF) printf("72B ") 
LPAR esetsetform RPAR 
i f  (debugF) printf("72C '•)
SS =  S2;>
SS =  TREE($2, VSET, UNUSED);}
SS =  SI;}
$$ =  TREE($2, .NULL, UNUSED);}
$$ = $2;}
$$ =  TREE($2, ESET, UNUSED);}
SS = SI;}
SS =  TREE($2, .NULL, UNUSED);}
SS = $2;}
S$ =  TREE($2, VSETSET, UNUSED);} 
SS =  TREE($2, .NULL, UNUSED);}
SS =  $2 ;}
SS =  TREE($2, ESETSET, UNUSED);} 
SS =  TREE($2, .NULL, UNUSED);}
$$ = $2;}
LBRACE VBetexp BAR esetexp RBRACE  
{ i f  (debugF) printf("73A "); SS =  TREE($2, GRAPH, $4);} 
| LPAR graphform RPAR 
{ i f  (debugF) prmtf("73B "); SS =  S2;}
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if (debugF) printf("73' "); IS =  TREE($2, SET, UNUSED);}
setform
[ i f  (debugF) printf("73” A "); SS =  $1;} 
setform COMMA alltypesform
; i f  (debugF) prm tf("73’ ’B "); SS =  TREE(S1, ELT, S3);} 
setform COMMA allsetlist
i f  (debugF) printf("73’ -C ••); SS =  TREE($1, ELT, S3);} 
alltypesform COMMA allsetlist
i f  (debugF) printf("73"D *•); SS =  T R E E (Sl, ELT, S3);}
LBRACE alllist RBRACE
i f  (debugF) printf("74 "); $S =  TREE(S2, SET, UNUSED);}
alltypesform
if (debugF) printf("7SA "); $S =  $1;} 
alltypesform COMMA alllist
if (debugF) printf("75B "); $$ =  TREE($1, ELT, S3);}
vertexform
[ if (debugF) printf("76A "); 
vertexform COMMA vlist 
[ if (debugF) printf("76B "); 
vertexform COMMA alllist 
[ if (debugF) printf("76C "); 
alltypesform COMMA vlist 
[ if (debugF) printf("76D ");
edgeform  
[ if (debugF) printf("77A “); 
edgeform COMMA elist 
[ if (debugF) printf("77B "); 
edgeform COMMA alllist 
[ if (debugF) printf("77C "); 
alltypesform COMMA elist 
[ if (debugF) printf("77D ");
vsetform
[ if (debugF) printf("78A "); 
vsetform COMMA vsetlist 
; if (debugF) printf("78B "); 
vsetform COMMA allsetlist
$$ = SI;}
SS =  T R E E (Sl, ELT, $3);} 
SS =  T R E E (Sl, ELT, S3);} 
SS =  TR EE(Sl, ELT, S3);}
SS = SI;}
SS =  T R E E (Sl, ELT, $3);} 
SS =  TREE($1, ELT, S3);} 
SS =  T R E E (Sl, ELT, $3);}
$$ = $1;}
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{ i f  (debugF) printf(M78C u); SS = 
| vsetform COMMA alllist 
{ i f  (debugF) printf(H78D "); SS
| setform COMMA vsetlist 
{  i f  (debugF) printf("79E '•); SS
| alltypesform COMMA vsetlist 
{ i f  (debugF) printf(H78F "); SS =
TREE(S1, ELT, S3);}
=  T R E E ($1, ELT, S3);} 




{ if (debugF) printf("79A "); SS =
| esetform COMMA esetlist
{ if (debugF) printf("79B "); SS =
| esetform COMMA allsetlist
{  if (debugF) printf("79C "); SS =
| esetform COMMA alllist
{ if (debugF) prmtf("79D "); SS
| setform COMMA esetlist
{ if (debugF) printf(M79E "); SS
| alltypesform COMMA esetlist
{ if (debugF) printf("79F "); SS =
T R E E (Sl, ELT, S3);} 
TREE(S1, ELT, S3);}
=  T R E E ($1 , ELT, S3);} 
=  T R £ E (S l, ELT, S3);} 
TREE($1, ELT, S3);}





i f  (debugF) printf("80A ••); SS =  TREE(S2, MAX, UNUSED);} 
MIN setsetexp
if  (debugF) printf("80B "); SS =  TREE(S2, MIN, UN USED );}
SUBSETS.OF alltypesform
if  (debugF) printf("81A ");
SS =  TREE($2, SUBSETS.OF, UNUSED);
SUBSETS.OF setform
if  (debugF) printf("81B ");
SS =  TREE(S2, SUBSETS.OF, UNUSED);
SUBSETS.OF smallsetsub
if  (debugF) printf(,l81C ");
SS =  TREE($2, SUBSETS.OF, UNUSED);
variableform OF setexp ST boolval
i f  (debugF) printf("82 ");
SS =  TREE(S1, OF, TREE(S3, ST, S5));
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variableform : id
{ i f  (debugF) printf("83A “); SS =  $1;} 
| decl
{ i f  (debugF) printf("83B "); SS =  S i;}
(Grasp.yy)
79
firstlastform : FIRST edgeexp 
{
}
i f  (debugF) printf("84A “);
SS =  TREE(S2, FIRST, UNUSED);
LAST edgeexp
if  (debugF) printf("84B ");
SS =  TREE(S2, LAST, UNUSED);
vgetfnform : VSET graphexp
{
i f  (debugF) printf("8 S ");
$$ =  TREE($2, VSET, UNUSED);
}
esetfnform : ESET graphexp
{
if  (debugF) printf(" 8 6  ");
SS =  TREE($2, ESET, UNUSED);
}
/ *  graphical eip rules */
vertexexp : alltypesform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("87A *'); SS =  SI;} 
| vertexform
{ if  (debugF) printf("87B "); $$ =  Si;} 890
edgeexp : alltypesform
{ if  (debugF) printf("8 8 A "); SS = SI;} 
| edgeform
{ i f  (debugF) printf(l,8 8 B "); SS =  SI;}
vsetexp : alltypesform
{ if  (debugF) printf("89A "); SS =  SI;} 
I vsetform
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esetexp
/ *  Don't need 
graphexp
j *  Don't need 
setsetexp
elementexp
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{ i f  (debugF) printf("89B M); 
| smallsetform
{ i f  (debugF) prmtf(’*89C •'); 
| setform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("89D ");
I
: alltypesform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("90A "); 
| esetform
{  i f  (debugF) printf("90B "); 
| smallsetform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("90C "); 
| setform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("90D ");
I
vsetsetexp or esetietexp */
: alltypesform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("9U  "); 
| graphform
{ i f  (debugF) printf("91B ");
im alhetexp */
: alltypesform
{ if (debugF) printf("92A ") 
| vsetsetform
{ if (debugF) printf(,,92B ") 
| esetsetform
{ if (debugF) printf(,,92C ") 
| setsetform
{ if (debugF) printf("92D ") 
| setform
{ if (debugF) printf("92E ")
t
: alltypesform
{ if (debugF) prw tf("93i '•) 
] vertexform
{ if (debugF) printf("93B ") 
| edgeform
{ if (debugF) printf("93C ") 
| vsetform
{ if (debugF) printf("93D ") 
| esetform
{ if (debugF) printf("93E ") 
j smallsetform
{ if (debugF) prmtf("93F ") 
| setform
{ if (debugF) printf("93G ") 
1989
«  = SI;} 
SS = SI;} 
SS = SI;}
SS = Si;} 
SS =  SI;} 
SS = SI;} 
S$ = SI;}












J$ =  $1;}















{ if (debugF) printf("94A "); S$ =  $1;}
| supersetexp




{ if (debugF) printf("9EA "); M M II M t-*
| vsetform
{ if  (debugF) printf("9EB "); SS =  *1;}
| esetform
{ if (debugF) printf("9SC "); M M II M •—»
| smallsetform
{ if (debugF) prwtf("9SD "); SS =  $1;}
| setform




if (debugF) printf("96A "); SS = SI;}
esetsetform
if (debugF) printf("96B "); $$ =  SI;}
setsetform
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A p pend ix  D  
D ata  Structures in G rasp
There are nine data types in Grasp, each of which has an underlying data 
structure. Naturally, these structures can vary when ported to different ar­
chitectures; this appendix describes the data structures chosen for the Grasp 
translator. For anyone who wishes to understand how code generation is 
done in the translator (see Appendix E), this chapter is essential reading. 
Even for those who are less ambitious, this appendix offers insight into how 
one can tailor a language to a specific architecture and environment.
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D .l  Introduction
83
The language Grasp was designed to allow people with an interest in graph 
theory to be able to define properties of graphs. As with most end-user 
oriented programs, it was designed to shield the user from the inner workings 
of the program as much as possible. To define a graph, for instance, the user 
can supply all the vertices and edges as literals, use v e rte x  or edge variables, 
or even v se t or e se t literals, in any combination that defines the graph.
But for anyone who wishes to understand how Grasp generates code to 
define these properties, i t ’s important to understand how graphs and other 
data structures are set up—as any operation on one of these structures uses 
the properties inherent in the structure. Section 2 describes and gives exam­
ples of the 9 Grasp data structures as implemented in C.
D .2  Grasp T ype Structures
D .2 .1  Stored as in t
There are 3 Grasp types that are stored as integers: in te g e r , boolean, and 
v e rtex . Integer and boolean values are precisely as in C—f a l s e  is stored 
as 0, and tru e  is stored as 1. Vertices are stored as one might expect: the 
initial period is dropped and the remaining integer is stored as is. Thus .7 
would be stored as 7.
Note that we don’t have to worry about confusing values, as Grasp spec­
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ifications allow for only one type to be correct. This will always be true, 
even when using variables and definitions. Thus, while a 1 can be an integer, 
boolean, or vertex value, the translator knows what type the variable that 
contains the 1 is.
D .2 .2  Stored  as in t [ ]
There are also 3 Grasp types represented as integer arrays. The simplest of 
the 3 is the edge type. An edge is an array of two integers, one for each 
vertex of the edge. Vertices are stored in the order they appear in the edge, 
thus ( . 3 ,  .1) would be stored as 1 ^ 1 1 | .
The other two types that are represented as arrays of integers are v se t 
and e se t. The 0th element of both types is the count, how many vertices 
or edges are in the set. The rest of the array is an unordered list (possibly 
with repeats) of vertices or edges (remember, edges are just pairs of vertices). 
For example, the v se t {. 2, . 4 , . 6 } may be represented as 3 | 4 j 2 j 6  ̂
where the 3 is the number of vertices, and the 4 2 6 are the three vertices. 
Now, an example of an ese t: { ( . 2 ,  . 4 ) ,  ( . 2 ,  . 6 ) ,  ( . 4 ,  ,6 )}m ight
be represented as: 3 | 2 { 4 | 2 | 6 | 4 | 6  Again, the initial 3 means there
are three edges. The 2 4 immediately following the 3 stands for the edge 
( . 2 ,  .4 ). Similarly, the 2 6 is the edge ( . 2 ,  .6) and the 4 6 is the edge 
( . 4 ,  .6).
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D .2 .3  S tored  as in t  [] []
The remaining 3 types are stored as arrays of arrays of integers. Note tha t 
these are dynamic arrays, which means they may not (and probably will not) 
be square.
Of these three, the simplest structure is the graph. The graph consists of 
two integer arrays. The first is a v se t comprising all vertices in the graph. 
The second is an e se t  comprising all edges in the graph. Thus the following 
graph:
could be represented as
s  „
4 1 2 3 4
5 1 2 1 3 l | 4 | 2 | 4 | 3 | 4
As you see, the graph consists of a pointer to an array of two pointers 
to arrays of integers. If you have trouble understanding the contents of the 
arrays, refer back to §D.2.2, remembering that the top array is the vset, and
86
the bottom one is the eset.
The remaining two types, v s e ts e t  and e s e ts e t ,  have a similar structure, 
but instead of an array of two pointers, the array has n  +  1 pointers, where n 
is the number of elements of the setset. The 0th element contains the number 
of elements (that is, n), the other n elements are vsets or esets, depending 
on whether the structure represents a vsetset or esetset.
For example, given the vsetset
{ { .1 ,  .2}, n u ll  v s e t ,  { . 4 ,  .8,  .16, .32} }
this would be a possible representation:
S _
3
2 l | 2
0
4 4 | 8 | 16 | 32
The first array contains the number of elements in the vsetset, namely 3. 
In each of the remaining arrays, the first element is the number of elements 
in the vset corresponding to each array. Note that in the case of the null 
vset, that number is 0 and there are no other elements. The structure of 
e se t sets will be the same, except that each individual array (other than the 
0th) will be an eset.
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This appendix is designed to improve of the Grasp translator by showing 
the underlying structure of the data types manipulated by the code generator. 
Examples were limited to literals, more general objects add complexity in a 
manner that is orthogonal to the underlying structure. The type structures 
were designed to make synthesis of C code as simple as possible. It exploits 
the ability of C to create dynamic arrays: an ability which would be difficult 
to exploit on distributed memory systems, even for multiprocessor systems 
with a central memory. Thus it is likely the underlying data structures would 
be very different for other architectures.
A p pend ix  E 
T ext o f Code G enerator
This appendix contains all code in the Grasp translator except for the scanner 
(Appendix A) and parser (Appendix C), which are generated by separate 
programs. The code is in “linkage order,” the order given in file G rasp .c 
(the main file of the program), which comprises the last two pages of this 
appendix. All code is written in C.
The C code was printed using tg r in d , a program pretty-printer for laser 
printers available under the UNIX operating system.
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/ *  t o k e n .h  The Grasp pace taken v a l u e s  */
(include/token.h)
89
# define ID 501
# define INTLIT 502
#  define VLIT 503
# d e f ln e B U T 504
# d e f in e NUMBER 505
#  define COLON 506
# d e f in e RESULT 507
#  define BAR 508
# define PLUS 509
# define MINUS 510
#  define COMMA 511
# d e f in e EQ 512
#  define NEQ 513
# d e f in e LPAR 514
# define RPAR 515
#  define LBRACKET 516
#  define RB RACKET 517
# d e f in e LBRACE 518
#  define RBRACE 519
#  define DQUOTE 520
#  define AND 521
# d e f in e EXISTS 522
#  define FIRST 523
#  define FORALL 524
# d e f in e IN 525
# define LAST 526
# define MAX 527
# define MIN 528
#  define NOT 529
#  define .NULL 530 / *
#  define OF 531
# d e f in e OR 532
#  define ST 533
# define SUBSETS.OF 534
# define INTEGER 535
#  define BOOLEAN 536
#  define VERTEX 537
# d e f in e EDGE 538
# define VSET 539
# define ESET 540
# d e f in e VSETSET 541
# define ESETSET 542
#  define GRAPH 543
#  define ARG 544
# d e f in e PAR 545
# d e f in e CALL 548
NULL is a predefined C /UNIX constant */
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#  define SET 547
#  define ELT 548
# define SETSET 549
(include/token.h)
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(include/mode, b)
f *  m o d e .h  Modet of acccsi to the name t a b l e  */ g j
#  define DEFINE 0 
# define DECLARE 1 
# define USE 2
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(include/cgenvars.h)
/ *  c g e n v a r s .h  Global variables used in code f e n e r a t io n  */ Q2
# define MAXPARS 20 / *  Maximum number of parameters in a definition */
in t defparG[MAXPARS+l]; / *  List of parameters to the definition */ 
in t parctG =  0; / *  Number of parameters to the definition */
/ *  CarrayG, Cappend, penvar, indent in include/ Cgen.h */
10
char »etG[33];
char vertexG[33], edgeG{33], intboolG[128];
in t in_edgeG =  FALSE; 
in t iG =  1;
in t minmaxD =  FALSE;
char *argG; 30
int graphD =  FALSE;
char graphG[33], VE«tG[33], eaetG[33];
in t lubaetsofD =  FALSE;
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(include/nametable.i)
/ *  n a m e ta b le .i  Stores all id's m a Grasp sp e c if ica tio n  */ 9 3
/*  The *name table* stores all names used in any definition in a Grasp 
specification. Indices to the table (plus an OFFSET) are stored in 
the abstract syntax tree */
char *vartab[NAMETABLESIZE]; / *  The name table */
in t noofhames =  0; / *  The name table entry count */
10




for (e =  0; e <  NAMETABLESIZE; e + + )  {  
vartab(e] =  malloc(IDSIZE+l); 
vartab[e][0] =  EMPTY;
} »
}
/ *  geinam ef) retrieves the index for a name (and creates the entry if
the name is new) */





in t finished =  FALSE; 
in t  cant_do =  FALSE;
i =  0 ;
/ *  Search for a name or an empty slot */ 
w h ile  (ifiniihed) {
i f  (!strncmp(id, vaitabp], IDSIZE) || vartob[i][0] = =  EMPTY) { 
finished =  TRUE;
}  e ls e  i f  (i = =  NAMETABLESIZE-1) {  / *  We searched the name table */ «o





I *  Process the id */ 
sw itc h  (mode) {
c a se  DEFINE: i f  (vartabp][0] = =  EMPTY) {
/ *  Add to table */
stmcpy(vartab[i], id, IDSIZE); so
noofhame3+ + ;
retu rn  i+OFFSET;
} e lse  i f  (cant.do) {





printf("Ians ta b ls  In llS a" ); 9 4
retu rn  ERROR;
}
i f  (vartab[i][0] = =  EMPTY || cant_do) { 
printf("Iot in  nan a t s b ls W ) ;  
retu rn  ERROR;
} e lse  { so
retu rn  i+OFFSET;
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/ *  deft a b l e . i  The table o f definitions and their types -
# define DEFTABLESIZE 16
ty p e d e f  stru ct {  / *  A definition table entry consists of:
in t nindex; / *  The name (an index to vartabQ
in t type; / *  The type ’ returned“ by the definition
} deftabentry;
deftabentry deftabG[DEFTABLESIZE]; / *  The table of definitions 
in t def_iG; / *  The number of definitions m the table
/  * initdeftab() initializes the definition table */ 
void  initdeftab() 
in t i;
defiG  =  0;
for (i =  0; i <  DEFTABLESIZE; i+ + )  { 
deftabGpJ.nindex — EMPTY; 
deftabGpj.type =  EMPTY;
}
}
/ *  def_add() adds a definition to the table */
vo id  def_add(name) 
char *name;
{
deftabG[def iGJ.nindex =  getname(name, DEFINE);
}
f *  def_type() adds the type to the definition table entry */
void  def_type(type) 
in t type;
{
deftabG[defJG].type =  type; 
def_iG++;
if  (def.iG > =  DEFTABLESIZE)
printf("\nlDD_T7PE: Too many d etin ition a  in  the l i l e . W )
I
}
/  * def_find() finds the type of a definition from its index number */
in t def.find(index) 
in t index;
(include/deftable.i)
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in t i;
for (i =  0; i < =  def.iG; i+ + )  {
i f  (deftabGpJ.nindex = =  index) retu rn  deftabGpj.type;
printf("DEF_FUD: D efin ition  i s  not in  the tableNn");
(include/deftable.i)
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(include/declare.i)
/ *  d e c la r e d  Defines and uses the declaration string, a l l  */
/  * declarations of a C function compressed into */
/ *  a C string */
# d e f in e  DECLSIZE 1000 / *  The size of the declaration string */
char DarrayG[DECLSIZE+l]; / *  The declaration array *f
in t DoffsetG; / *  The #  of characters presently in DarrayG */
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/ *  iniidecl() initialized the declaration array */
v o id  initdecl()
{
DarrayG[0] =  ’ \ 0  ’ ;
DoffsetG =  0;
}
/ *  Dappend() appends a string of characters to the declaration string */
v o id  Dappend(str) 
char *atr;
{
in t ct =  0 ; / *  The number of characters in the siring *j
w h ile  (str[ct] != * \ 0 ') c t+ + ;  
if  (DoffsetG +  ct > =  DECLSIZE)
printf("Declaration s t r in g  iu l l\n " ) ;  
e lse  {
strncpy(DarrayG+DoffsetG, str, ct); 
DoffsetG + =  ct;
DarrayG[Dof&etG] =  ’V?’ ;
}
/ *  Find length of string */
/ *  If no room in DarrayG  */ 
/ *  inform tuer */
/ *  Otherwise */
/ *  append to DarrayG */
/  * increase offset */ 
j *  mark end of string */
/ *  END IF */
/ *  D type() appends a type name to the declaration string */
vo id  Dtype(token) 
in t token;
{















D append("vset "); 
D append("esat "); 
Dappend(”v s a t s e t  "); 


















/ *  DnameQ appends an identifier to the declaration string */




sprintf(temp, "X*", vartabpndex -  OFFSET]);
Dappend(temp);
}
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(include/symtab.i)
/ *  s y m ia b . i  The symbol table and correlate c o d e  */ 99
/ *  For the tym bol table */
#  define NONAME - 1
# define DEFNAME 550
in t tokenctG; /  * #  of tokens m symtab */
in t typeG; / *  Type of the current token*!
ty p e d e f  s tru c t {char *name; in t type} symbol; / *  A symbol table entry */ 
symbol symtabG[TABLESIZE]; / *  The symbol table */




for (ent =  0; ent <  TABLES1ZE; en t+ + ) { 
symtabG[ent].name =  malloc(IDSIZE); 
symtabG(ent].name[0] =  EMPTY; 
symtabG[ent].type =  EMPTY;
>
I *  For each symtab entry */ 
/ *  Allocate space for name*/ 
/ *  Mark name as empty 
/ *  Mark type as empty 
/ *  ENDPOR
7
7
/ *  B A SB () puts variable and function names in the symbol table */ so
int HASH(id, type, mode)
char *id; / *  The identifier */
int type; / *  The variable type */
in t mode; / *  Mode o f access flag */
{
in t  in_table =  FALSE; / *  Flag if  id is in the symbol table */
in t  finished =  FALSE; / *  Flag i f  done looking through table */
in t h =  (3*id[0] +  id[l]) % TABLESIZE; / *  Bashed index to table */
in t  loop =  0; / *  Number of searches in the table */ so
in t NEXT =  29; / *  Offset to next element in the table*/
symbol *elt; / *  Element of symtab we stop searching at */
/ *  Look for either a match or an empty slot */ 
w h ile  ((finished) {
if  (symtabG[h].name[0] = =  EMPTY) 
finished =  TRUE; 
e lse  i f  (!strnemp(id, symtabG[h].name, IDSIZE)) 
finished =  in.table =  TRUE; 
e lse  i f  (loop = =  TABLESIZE) so
finished =  TRUE; 
e lse  {
h =  (h +  NEXT) % TABLESIZE;
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(include/symtab.i)
loop++; 1 0 0
}
}
elt =  &(symtabG[h]);
/ *  Return the match or empty ilo i (or signal if  there’s an error) */
sw itch  (mode){ so
case DEFINE: i f  (in.table) { 
retu rn  h;
} e lse  i f  (loop = =  TABLESIZE) {
printf("\nSynbol table f u l l \n H); 
retu rn  ERROR;
} {
/  * Add entry to symbol table */ 
strncpy(elt—>name, id, IDSIZE); 
tokenctG++;
if  (tokenctG = =  TABLESIZE) 70
printf("\nSyabol ta b le  filledN n "); 
retu rn  h;
}
case DECLARE: i f  (in.table) {
i f  (elt—>  type != EMPTY) {
printf("%s already d ee la red \n ”, elt->nam e); 
retu rn  ERROR;
} e lse  {
elt—>  type =  typeG =  type;
retu rn  h; so
}
} e lse  {
printf(”Xs not In ta b le  to  declareVn", id); 
retu rn  ERROR;
}
case USE: i f  (in.table) {
i f  (elt—>type = =  EMPTY) { 
i f  (type = =  DEFNAME) {
printf("Xs used b efore  declared \n" , id);
/ *  Add entry to symbol table */ so
strncpy(elt—>name, id, IDSIZE);
tokenctG++;
i f  (tokenctG = =  TABLESIZE)
printf("\n£ymbol ta b le  f i l le d \n " ) ;  
retu rn  b;
} e lse  {
printf("Xs h a sn 't  been dedaredVn", id); 
retu rn  ERROR;
}
} e lse  { 100
typeG =  e lt-> ty p e;  
retu rn  h;
}
} 'h e  {
printf("Xs not in  ta b le  to  ase \n " , id); 
retu rn  ERROR;
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I *  clear_decls() clean all variable declarations after exiting a definition */
vo id  clear deds()
{
in t ent; 
symbol *var;
for (ent =  0; ent <  TABLESIZE; en t+ + ) { 
var =  £c(symtabG[ent]);
i f  (var-> type  !=  DEFNAME Icti var->nam e[0] != EMPTY) 
var—>name[0] =  EMPTY; 
var—>type =  EMPTY;
} e lse  i f  (var—>name[0] !=  EMPTY) {
}
}
DarrayG[0] =  * \0 ’; / *  Clear the declaration string */
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(in clude/tree.i)
/ *  —  t r e e . i  routine! for building the abstract syntax tree —  */ JQ2
# d e f ln e  UNUSED (ASTnodeP) 0 / *  Null syntax tree p tr  */
ty p e d e f  itr u c t  node {
in t  token; 
i t r u c t  node *1, *r;
} ASTnode, ‘ ASTnodeP;
/ *  An ASTnode consists of: */ 
/ *  The token number */
/ *  The node pointers */
ASTnodeP defG; ! *  The p tr  to the defn A ST  */
/ *  TREE() adds a node to the A S T  for our definition */






n =  (ASTnodeP) maUoc(si*eof(ASTnode)); 
n—>1  =  left;
n— >  token =  token; 
n - > r  =  right;
retu rn  n;
j *  prtrce() prints our abstract syntax tree */
vo id  prtree(node, level)
ASTnodeP node; 
in t  level;
{
in t  i;
i f  (node !=  UNUSED) {
i f  (node—>1 !=  UNUSED) prtree(node—>1, level+1); 
for (i =  1; i < =  4*level; i+ + )  printf(" ");
/ *  Print the token */ 
i f  (node-> token  < TABLESIZE) 
printf("Kd\n", node—>token); 
e lie  i f  (node—>token > =  OFFSET)
printf(,,5Ca\n"1 varteb[node->token -  OFFSET]); 
e lie  sw itch (n od e-> tok en ) {
c u e 505 
c u e  509 
c u e  510 
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(in clud e/typ eof.i)
/ *  t y p e o f . i  Determine the type of a s u b tr e e  */ 1 0 4
f *  typeof() determine$ the type of a rubtree */
in t typeof(tret, in.set, in.setset)
ASTnodeP tree; 
in t in set, in setset;
{
in t t;
sw itc h  (tree->token) { 
case  INTEGER: 
case  PLUS: 
case  MINUS:
case NUMBER: retu rn  INTEGER;






case  IN: 
case FORALL:
case EXISTS: retu rn  BOOLEAN;
case  VERTEX: 
c u e  FIRST:
case LAST: i f  (in.setset) retu rn  VSETSET;
e lse  i f  (in_set) retu rn  VSET; 
e lse  retu rn  VERTEX;
case EDGE: i f  (in.setset) retu rn  ESETSET;
e lse  i f  (in.set) retu rn  ESET; 
e lse  retu rn  EDGE;
case  VSET: i f  (in.set) retu rn  VSETSET;
e lse  retu rn  VSET;
case ESET: i f  (in.set) retu rn  ESETSET;
e lse  retu rn  ESET;
case VSETSET: retu rn  VSETSET;
case ESETSET: re tu rn  ESETSET;
case GRAPH: retu rn  GRAPH;
case .NULL: retu rn  t r e e -> l—>token;
case  SET: i f  (in.set) retu rn  typeof(tree->l, FALSE, TRUE);
e lse  retu rn  typeof(tree—>1, TRUE, FALSE);
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(include/typeof.i)
c a ie  OF: if  (in_iet) return typeof(tree—>1, FALSE, TRUE);
e l ie  return typeofi(tree—>1, TRUE, FALSE);
c a ie  ELT: retu rn  typeof(tree->l, in_iet, in.setset);
ca te  MAX:
case MIN: t =  typeof(tree-> l, FALSE, FALSE);
i f  (t = =  VSETSET) retu rn  VSET; 
e lse  i f  (t = =  ESETSET) retu rn  ESET; 
e l ie  printf("TYPEQF: Bad n a x /a in W );  
break;
c a ie  SUBSETS OF:t =  typeofl(tree—>1, FALSE, FALSE);
" i f  (t = =  VSET) retu rn  VSETSET; 
e l ie  i f  (t = =  ESET) retu rn  ESETSET; 
e l ie  printf("TTPECF: Bad anb sets_o i\n " );  
break;
case  CALL: retu rn  def_find(tree—>1—>token);
default: printf("TTPEOF: Typi nnknonVn"); break;
105
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(include/C gen .i)
/ *  C g e n . i  Generates C  code from A S T s  */ J 0 6
# define CODESIZE 10000 / * #  of charaeten allowed in a Grasp specification */
char CarrayG[CODESIZE+l]; 
in t Cof&etG =  0;
/ *  initcgenfj initializes the variables used in code generation */ 10
void  initcgen()
{
ietG(0] =  1 \ 0  ’ ;
vertexG[0] =  edgeG[0] =  intboolG[0] =  ' \ 0 '; 
in edgeG =  FALSE; 
iG =  1;
minm&xB =  FALSE; 
argG =  0;
graphD =  FALSE; *>
graphGfO] =  v»etG[0] =  esetG[0] =  ’SO’;
■ubsetiofD =  FALSE;
}
/ *  Cappendf) adds sir to the code siring and keeps track of how long it is */
void  Cappend(str) 
char itrQ;
{
in t length; 
length =  atrlen(itr);
i f  (CofbetG +  length > =  CODESIZE) printf(Hcoda len g th  axceedad W ); 
e l ie  {
itrcat(CarrayG, itr);
CofbetG + =  length;
}
/  * genvarf) declares a variable and returns its name */
char *genvar(node, type) 
int node, type;
{




i f  (node = =  1) {
<trcpy(V, "_lval");
/*  Return siring */ 
/ *  Variable type j  
/ *  Scratch space */ 
/ *  Name type id */
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} e l ie  {
■witch (type) {
c u e  INTEGER:
c u e  BOOLEAN:
c u e  EDGE:
c u e  VSET:
c u e  ESET:
c u e  VSETSET:
c u e  ESETSET:




aprintf(V, H_iXd", node); 
aprintf(temp, " Xa Xa;\n", t, V); 
break;
atrcpy(t, "int");
«printf(V, "_bXd", node); 
aprintf(temp, " Xa Xa ;\n", t, V); 
break;
atrcpy(t, "edge");
«printf(V, M_eXd", node); 
aprintf(teinp, " Xa X»;\n", t, V); 
break;
atrcpy(t, "vaat"); 
aprintf^V, "_T#Xd", node); 
aprintf(temp, " Xs X*;\n", t, V);
break;
atrcpy(t, "eaet"); 
aprintf(V, "_eaXd", node); 
aprintf(temp, “ Xa Xa;\n", t, V);
break;
atrcpy(t, "vaataet"); 
aprintf(V, "_vaaXd", node); 
aprintf(temp, “ Xa Xa;\n", t, V);
break;
atrcpy(t, "aaataat"); 
aprintf(V, "_aaaXd", node); 
aprintf(temp, “ Xa Xa;\n", t, V);
break;
atrcpy(t, "graph"); 
aprintflJV, B_gXd", node); 
aprint{(temp, “ Xa Xa;\n", t, V);
break;
>
retu rn  V;
/  * indentf) indentt a line of code by printing tpaccs */




for (i =  1; i < =  n; i+ + )  Cappend(" ");
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/ *  d ecliQ  declare* ike variable i if  it doesn't already exist in DarrayG *f




»prmtf(I, "_iXd", iG); 
aprintf(decl, " in t  Xa;\n", I); 
iG + +;
Dappend(decl);
f *  forloopQ create* induction code for a for loop */
v o id  forloop(indez, aet, aetset) 
char *index, *aet; 
in t  aetaet;
{
char atart[32], end[32], atep[32], texnp[128]; 
aprintf(atart, "Xa * 1", index);
i f  (aetaet) aprintf(end, "Xa <= Xa[0 ] [ 0 ]" , index, aet); 
elae aprintf(end, "Xa <* XaC0] M, index, aet); 
aprintf(atep, "Xa++", index);
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/ *  eeteq.i Code for testing equality of Grarp l e t *  */ 109
in t eqPI =  FALSE; / *  Variablei for determining if  Grarp... */
in t eqPPI =  FALSE; / *  . ..variablet have already been declared */
/ *  codeieteq() generate* the code for determining i f  two let* 
are equal (not equal) 7 10
vo id  codeseteq(setl, ie t2 , type, result) 
char ‘ setl, *set2 ; 





/ *  Declare the Grarp variabler *f
i f  (leqPI) {
 rl x in t  found, juat_lound;\n"); 
30
Dappend(" in t  _ c t l ,  _ct2;\n " ); 
i f  (type = =  VSET)
Dappend(" in t  _#_1, _e_2 ;\n"); 
e lse  / *  type = =  ESET  */
Dappend(" in t  _ s _ l l ,  _e_1 2 , _s_21, _ e_22;\n M); 
eqPI =  TRUE;
Append("/» I n i t i a l i z e  * /\n"); 
sprintf(T, "Xs = l ; \n " , result); Append(T);
sprintf(T, " _ ctl => (X s[0] > 0 ) T X«[ 0 ] : -X s[0 ];\n " , se tl, se tl, setl);
Append(T);
sprintf(T, "_ct2 * (Xa[0] > 0 ) ? XsCO] : -X s(0 ];\n " , set2, set2, set2);
Append(T);
Append("/» T est th a t s e t l  <= s e t 2  * /\n");
sprintf(T, "Xs » l ; \ n “, I); Append(T); 40
sprintf(T, "while (Xs tk  Xs <= _ c t l )  {\n" , result, I); Append(T);
levelG++;
if  (type = =  VSET) {
sprintf(T, "_e_l = X s[X s];\n" , setl, I); Append(T); 
sprintf(T, "Xa = 1 ; found * 0 ;\n", 3); Append(T); 
sprintf(T, "while (Xs <= _ c t2 ) {\n" , J); Append(T); 
levelGH—h;
sprintf(T, "_e_2  * XsCXs];\n", set2, J); Append(T);
Append("juat.found ■ (_ e _ l _e_2  II _e_ l == -_ e_ 2 );\n " );
sprintf(T, " if  (ju s t .fo u n d  tk  _e_2  > 0 ) Xs[Xs] *= - l ; \n " ,  set2, J); so
Append(T);
Append("found 1= just_found;\n");  
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} e lse  / '  type = =  ESET • /  {  1 1 0
sprintf(T, "_e_ ll « XsC2*Xs -  l ] ; \a " ,  setl, I); Append(T);
sprintf(T, " .e . 1 2  » XsC2 *Xs] ;\n", se tl, I); Append(T);
«printf(T, "Xs =* 1; found * 0 ;\n " , J); Append(T);
sprintf(T, " sh ile  (Xs <= _ c t2 ) { \n " , J); Append(T);
levelG++;
■printf(T, M_s_21 = Xs[2*Xs -  l ] ; \n " ,  se tl, J); Append(T); so
sprintf(T, "_s_22 = Xs [2»Xs] ;\n", set2, J); Append(T);
Append("just_found = ==> _e_21 11 _ s _ l l  == -_e_21) kt\n");
Appeod(" (_e_12 == _e_22 II _s_12 *= -_ e_ 22);\n " );
sprintf(T, " i i  (just_found  tk  _ e_ 2 2  > 0 ) Xs[2 *Xs] *» set2, J);
Append(T);




*printf(T, “Xs t=  found;\n", result); Append(T); ro
sprintf(T, "Xs++;\n", I); Append(T);
IevelG— ; Append("}\n“);
Append(“/»  T est th a t se t2  <= s e t l  • A n 11); 
sprintf(T, "Xs = l; \n " , I); Append(T);
sprintf(T, " o h ile  (Xs tk  Xs <» _ c t2 ) {Xa", result, I); Append(T); 
levelG++;
if  (type = =  VSET) sprintf(T, "Xs k= (XsCXs] < 0 ); \n " , result, set2, I); 
e lse  sprintf(T, "Xs k= (Xs[2 *Xs] < 0 ) ; \n " , result, set2, I);
Append(T); so
sprintf(T, "Xs++;\n", I); Append(T); 
levelG ; Append("}\a");
Append("/* R estore se t2  * /\n");
»printf(T, "for (Xs = 1 ; Xs <= _ c t2 ; Xs++) {\n", I, I, I); Append(T);
levelG ++;
if  (type = =  VSET)
sprintf(T, " if  (XsCXs] < 0 ) XsCXs] •= - l ; \n " ,  set2, I, set2, I); 
else  sprintf(T, " if  (XsC2*Xs] < 0 ) XsC2 *Xs] *= - l ; \a " ,  set2, I, set2, I);
Append(T); so
levelG— ; Append(">\n“);
/ *  codeteittitqO  generates the code for determining if two
seiseis are eqnal (not equal) */
vo id  codesetseteq(setsetl, setset2 , type, result) 
char "setsetl, *setset2 ;





/*  Declare the Grasp variables */
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i f  (leqPPI) { 1 1 1
Dappend(" in t  _ b , _n;\n");
Dappend(" in t  founds, just_foundS;\n");
eqPPI =  TRUE;
}
Append("/* T ast th a t a a ta a tl <* sa ta a t2  */\n"); 
iprintf(T, "Xs •  1 ; j s  * l; \n " , result); Append(T); 
sprintf(T, "oh ila  (Xs tk  _ b  <• Xs[0 ] [ 0 ] )  {\n" , result, setsetl);
Append(T); levelG++;
Append("foundS » 0; _n » l; \n " );
sprintf(T, "uhila  (_n <= Xs [0 ] [0 ] )  { \n ' \  setset2); Append(T); 
levelG++;
sprintf(Sl, "Xs [_b] m, setsetl); sprintf(S2, "XsC.nJ", setset2); uo
/  * Test for subnet equality */
if  (type = =  VSETSET) codeseteq(Sl, S2, VSET, “just.foundS"); 
e lse  / *  type = =  ESETSET */ codeseteq(Sl, S2, ESET, "just_loundS");
sprintf(T, " if  (ju st.fo u n d S  kk X s[_n][0] > 0) {\n", setset2);
Append(T); levelG ++;
sprintf(T, "Xs [_n] [0 ] *= - l ; \n " ,  setset2); Append(T); 
levelG ; Append("}\nH);
Append("foundS |= just.fo tm dS ;\n"); iso
Append("_n++;\n");
levelG— ; Append("}\n");
sprmtf(T, "Xs t=  founds;\n" , result); Append(T);
Append("_n++; \n"); 
levelG ; Append("}\n");
Append("/* T ast th a t s a ts a t2  <* s a t s o t l  •An");
Append(H_n •  l ; \ n H);
iprintf(T, " sh ila  (Xs tk  _a <= X s[0] [ 0] )  { \n M, result, setset2);
Append(T); levelG ++; i«o
sprintfCT, "Xs t«  (Xs [_n] [0 ] < 0 ); \n " , result, setset2); Append(T);
Append("_n++; \n"); 
levelG— ; Append("}\n");
Append("/* B estora sa tsa t2  * /\n");
sprintf(T, "for (_■ •  1 ; _n <* Xs[0 ] [ 0] ;  _b++) {\n" , setset2);
Append(T); levelG ++;
sprintf(T, " if  (Xs[_«3C0] < 0 ) Xs[_m][0 ] •= - l ; \n " ,  setset2, setset2);
Append(T);
levelG— ; Append(")\n"); iso
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/ •  a s s i g n . i  Generates C code for Grasp variable a ss ig n m e n ts  */ 112
/*
% Header: assign.k,v 1.8 89/03111 03:30:13 tag Locked S 
iLog: assign.h,v $
* Revision 1.8 89/03/11 03:30:13 tag
* Moved assign.h to the include subdirectory " *
»  10
* Revision 1.5 89/03/11 03:08:44
* Moved issei() and isse tse t/) to this file from cgen.h
*
* Revision 1.4 88 /13 /15  03:03:05 tag
* Substrings are initialised in extract/) to prevent overlap vi/ old values
* d cc ij/)  used in assign() to obtain index variable
* Memory mallocQ'd in assign/) is now frce /)’d
*
* Revision 1.3 88 /11 /38  15:47:58 tag
* Corrected extract/) so i t  gives a proper elt return value 30
*
* Revision 1.3 88/11/34 11:40:38 tag
* Added extract/) from cgen.h*




/ *  issei/) tests whether an identifier comes from a set */
int iuet(nam e) 
char nameQ;
{
in t bracket =  FALSE;
w h ile  ((‘ name != * \0 ’) tele ibracket) { 
bracket |=  (’ name = =  
nam e++;
}
retu rn  bracket;




in t 1 =  0 ;
in t aet — FALSE;
in t in =  FALSE;
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in t  i; 1 1 3
i = 0;
while (‘name != 'NO' k i t  !in) { 
if (‘name = =  ’ [ ’) 1++; 
if (‘name == ’] ')  {
if (1 <= 0) printf("ISSETSET: Bad array •lenentW ); eo
else {
1— i
if (1 == 0) {






return i n ;  t o
/ *  extract/) extracts the salient pieces of an lvalue */
void  extract(str, name, subset, elt) 
char *str, ‘ name, ‘ subset, *elt;
{
in t i, j, 1;
/ *  Clean up the substrings */
for ( i  =  0; i  <  16; i + + )  namep] =  subsetp] =  eltp] =  'NO';
/ *  Extract the name from  the lvalue */ 
i =  j =  0 ;
w h ile  (strp] != ' [ '  k k  strp] != 'NO') { 
namep] =  strp];
i+ + ; j+ + i
>
namep] =  'NO';
/ *  Extract the first index /subset) */ 
i+ + ;  j =  0 ; 1 = 1;
w h ile  (1 != 0 k k  strp] != 'NO') { 
i f  (strPl = =  ' [ ' )  {
1+ + ; subsetp] =  strp];
} e lse  if  (strp] = =  ’] ' )  {
1— ;
if (1 != 0 ) subsetp] =  strp];
} e lse  subsetp] =  strp];
i+ + ; j+ + ;
}
subsetp] =  'NO';
/ *  Extract the second index (elt) */
j =  0 ;
i f  (strp] = =  ' [ ' )  {
1 =  1; / *  Set #  of [ ’s to 1 */
i+ + ; / *  Go to next char *j
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w h i le  (1 != 0 k k  «tr[i] != ’ \ 0 ' )  { 1 1 4
i f  (strp] = =  - [ • )  {
1++; eltp] =  »trfi];
}  e lse  if  («tr[i] = = * ] ■ )  { 110
1— 1
i f  (1 !=  0) elt[j] =  strp];
} e ls e  elt[j] =  strp]; 
i+ + ;  j+ + ;
}
}
elty] =  ' \ 0 ’ j
}
130
/ *  assign/) creates C code for an assignment between two nonstandard
Grasp variables (vertices, edges, etc.) *1
vo id  assign(to, from, type) 




char T[32], F[32]; / • T o  and From halves */
char J[8]; / *  Induction variable • /  130
char ‘ name, ’ subset, *elt; / *  Componenets o f (array) lvalues */
sw itch  (type) {  
c a se  VERTEX:
sprintf(temp, "Xs = Xs;\n", to, from); Append(temp); 
break;
case  EDGE:
name =  (char *) malloc(16);
subset =  (char *) malloc(16); 140
elt =  (char *) malloc(16); 
i f  (isset(to)) {
extract(to, name, subset, elt); 
i f  (issetset(to))
sprintf(T, "Xs [Xs] [2 *Xs -  1] “, name, subset, elt); 
else sprintf(T, "Xs [2 «Xs -  1]", name, subset);
} e lse  sprintf(T, "Xs[0 ]" , to); 
i f  (isset(from)) {
extract(from, name, subset, elt);
i f  (issetset(from)) 150
sprintf(F, "XsCXs] [2*Xs -  1]", name, subset, elt); 
e lse  sprintf(F, "Xs[2*Xs -  1]" , name, subset);
} e lse  sprintf(F, "Xs[0]" , from); 
assign(T, F, VERTEX);
if  (isset(to)) {
extract(to, name, subset, elt); 
i f  (issetset(to))
sprmtf(T, "XsCXs] [2 *Xs] ", name, subset, elt);
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e lse  sprintf(T, "Xs [ 2 *Xs] ", name, subset); 115
} e lse  sprintf(T, "Xs [ l ]  ", to); 
i f  (isset(from)) {
extract(from, name, subset, elt); 
i f  (issetset(from))
»printf(F, "Xs [Xs] [2 *Xa]", name, subset, elt); 
else  sprintf(F, "Xs [2 *Xs] ", name, subset);
} e lse  sprintf(F, "XsCl]", from); 
assign(T, F, VERTEX); 




I *  A ttign  memory for the set if  necessary */ 
i f  (!isset(to)) { / *  If to it not of the form  S[iJ */
if  (type = =  VSET)
sprintf(temp2, "Xs[0 ] + 1", from); 
else  sprintf(temp2, "2 »Xs [0 ] + 1", from); 




/ *  Atrign the elements of the from le t to the to set */ 
decl_i(J);
sprintf(temp, "Xs[0] 1 Xs[0 ] ; \n " , to, from); Append(temp); 
i f  (type = =  VSET)
forloop(J, from, FALSE); 
e lse  {
aprintf(temp2, "2 *Xs", from);
forloop(J, temp2, FALSE); iso
}
levelG++;
sprintf(T, "Xs[Xs]H, to, J); iprintf(F, "Xa[Xa]n, from, J); 
assign(T, F, VERTEX); 
levelG— ; Append(">\n");
break;
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f *  g e n e l t . i  Generates code for te i  d e m e n t i  */ 116
/ *  gensctelt() generates code for 1—level set elements */
vo id  gensetelt(setname, element, value) 
char ‘ setname; 




sprintf(temp, "Xs[Xd] ", setname, element); 
assign(temp, value, VERTEX);
}
/ *  gem etsetelt() generates code for I —level set elements */
vo id  gensetsetelt(setname, set, element, value) 
char ‘ setname; 




sprintf(temp, "XsCXd] [Xd]”, setname, set, element); 
assign(temp, value, VERTEX);
}
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/ *  —  scope.i —  Bandits ike icope stack for code generation 
# define MAXSCOPE 64
— 7
ty p e d e f  i tr u c t  {  




block scopeG[MAXSCOPE]; / *  The scope stack */
in t topG =  — 1; f*  The top of t ie  scope stack */
/ *  A scope ilock element consists of: */
/ *  The Grasp token name */
f *  The name of the set(/call?) */
/ *  The element roe‘re coding */
vo id  prtoken(token) 
in t token;
{













/ *  initscopef) initialises the scope stack */
vo id  initscope() 
{
topG =  - 1;
}
/ *  Reset stack pointer */
/ *  prtsh() puts a token on the stack */
void  push(token, Hno, tree) 




in t next, type; 
topG ++;
if  (topG = =  MAXSCOPE)
printf("PUSH: Scope stack ovartlooW ); 
else {
scopeG[topG]. token =  token;
/ *  Add the name field */ 
next =  scopeG[topG—lj.token;
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type =  typeof(tree, FALSE, FALSE); 
atrcpy(*copeG[topG].name, genvar(Hno, type));
}
/ *  Add ihe elt field • /  
if  (token = =  SET || token = =  SETSET) 
icopeG[topG].elt =  1; 
e lse  icopeG[topG].elt =  0;
>
i f  (scopeF) {  / *  Print name and tcope of tei/ca ll */
for (i =  1; i < =  topG; i+ + )  printf(" M); 
printf("Pnsh«d ['•); prtoken(token);
printf(", %a, Xd]\n", scopeG[topG].name, scopeG[topG].elt);
>
}




i f  (topG = =  —1)
printf("POP: Scope stack underlloBW); 
else {
i f  (scopeF) { I*  P rint name and tcope of te t/ca ll */ 
for (i =  1; i < =  topG; i+ + )  printf(" "); 
printf("Poppsd ["); prtoken(scopeG[topG]); 
printf(", Xs, Xd]\n", scopeG[topG].najne, scopeG[topG].elt);
}
topG— ;
retu rn  scopeG[topG+l],token;
/*  top() returns the top of ihe tiack  */
in t top()
if  (topG = =  - 1 ) retu rn  - 1; 
else return  scopeG[topG].token;
/*  next() returns tAe next—to—top of the stack *f
int next()
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/ *  g e n i e t . i  Routine* for generating C code for * e t *  */ 119
# define PRESET 128 /*  Am i of tpace for let* that are copied to */




int ct =  1; / *  We wouldn’t be counting if  the *et were empty *j
if  (elist—>r = =  UNUSED) retu rn  1; / *  I f  only 1 element, return 1 */
e lse  w h ile  (elist—>token = =  ELT) {  / *  Otherwise (while tiUl counting) */
c t+ + ; / *  add to the count */
elist =  elist—>r; / *  go to the next element */
} / *  ENDIF  V
return ct;
/ *  gcnrub*ct() generate* code to allocate tpace for  a te iie t  element */





if  (elementct = =  —1) elementct =  PRESET; 
indent(levelG);
sprintf(temp, "Xs[Xd] * ( in t  • )  callocCXd, s iz a o l ( in t ) ) ; \n " ,  
setname, set, elementct);
Cappend(temp);
/ *  gen*et() generate* code to allocate tpace for a le t */
void  genset(index, elementct, settype) 
in t index, elementct, settype;
{
char temp[64];
if  (elementct = =  —1) elementct =  PRESET; 
indent(levelG);
if  (settype = =  VSETSET || settype = =  ESETSET)
sprintf(temp, “Xs a ( in t  * •)  ea llo c (X d , s i z e o i ( i n t  • ) ) ; \n " ,  
scopeG[topG].name, elementct); 
e lse  sprintf(temp, “Xs a ( in t  • )  c a llo c (X d , s ix s o f ( in t ) ) ; \n " ,  
scopeG[topG].name, elementct);
Cappend(temp);
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/ *  c g e n . i  Generate! C code from  A S T t  */ 1 2 0
/*
SHeader: cgen.h,v 1.19 19/03/11 03:33:31 tag Locked S
SLog: cgtn.h,v S
Revision 1.19 39/03/11 03:33:31 tag 
*** cgen.h IS NOW  include/cgen.i ***
Removed several icope flags, renamed others to end in D (for declare)
Moved isseif) and issetsetf) to include/ assign.i to
Removed boolop()
Moved in literal() from include/token.h 
seteq.i is now included in Grasp.c
Revision l . l t  39/03/10 13:18:33 tag 
Scope stack now printed by using the —s flag 
Increased size of setG  to accommodate 32—character names 
Deleted extraneous variable declaration in CALLs
Revision 1.17 39/02/20 23:08:08 tag *>
Converting context switching/recognition mechanism (Le. in a set, in 
a function call) from global variables to a global scope stack 
setG  is now a jrc lvm  value only_, Hie intboolG etc.
Streamlined generation of small sets (vsets and esets)
Generation of sets and elements is handled through the scope stack 
(i.e. what was previously setG and eltG are now fields of a stack elt)
Revision 1.18 39/01/18 08:05:29 tag 
Corrected nested function calls
Streamlined generation of AND and OR statements 30
Corrected generation of F IR ST/LA ST code in sets 
Modified #  to properly handle arguments
Now distinguishes definition names (when muse*d) from variable names 
in all situations (I  think)
Corrected generation of VSETs of GRAPH  arguments 
Corrected generation of nested subsets (of...si statements)
Revision 1.18 89/01/03 04:23:01 tag
Added the power set operator (subsets_of) io ihe Grasp translator ihe
last feature to be added. Everything now is corrections and fixes (YEA!) so
Amended VSET and ESET code generation to assign setG to stsetG when
necessary 
Added the GRAPH case to genargf)
Amended OF code generation to assign ofsetG to setG when necessary 
Revision 1.14 83/12/31 18:49:25 tag
Added full functionality for using graphs in Grasp code (1.13 added the 
code to generate graphs)
Corrected the generation of smallsets within subsets within setseis
Corrected *in* to use global variable values so
Revision 1.13 88/12/21 08:15:01 tagttcw t l SB XI U0:li:U7
Streamlined (and corrected) the generation of code for EQality
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121
Revision 1.18 88/ 18/81 08:81:18 tag
Added the 'null" operator and definition use (function call)
Revision 1.11 88 /18 /15  08:04:40 tag
Added ' min'  and "max'' operators to Grasp code generator
declif) moved io include/Cgen.h (to allow use in assign.h) to
Revision 1.10 88/18/09 04:19:07 tag
Added the 'n o t '  and * # *  operators
Generates code for general sets (i.e. ones with SE T  at root o f tree)
Generalized generation of code for integer and boolean expressions 
using global siring intboolG 
Improved determination of type of code we’re generation by taking 
nesting correctly into account (by converting eqG and ofG from  
flags to integer stacks)
t o
Revision 1.9 88/18/04 03:50:81 tag
Improved ' in ' so it properly handles set literals 
Put underscores before most internal variables io prevent collision 
with user names
Revision 1.8 88/18/08 01:88:18 tag
Generates code for the "in’  operator and quantificaiional expressions 
Generates multiple loop variables (was just H’)  to prevent conflict
Revision 1.7 88/11/84 11:41:18 tag »o
Created a variable (vertexG) to store vertex values created during 
code generation 
Moved global variables to include/cgenvars.h 
Moved code for Grasp variable assignment to assign.h
Revision 1.8 88/11/88 81:51:88 tag
Can now generate code to test equality/inequality of any nongraph 
Grasp structure 
Automated indentation of code with Append()
90
Revision 1.5 88/11/11 11:11:05 tag
Thoroughly tested F IRST and L A ST
Corrected assignment of edges in assign() to handle edges in esets and not 
Revision 1.4 88/11/08 08:43:47 tag
Added code to generate code for subsets (O P..ST), compatible with code 
already created for generating general sets 
Wrote a generic assignment generator 
Wrote a generic indentation function
Started testing FIRST and LA ST  100
Revision 1.8 88/10/08 81:87:08 tag
Modified the generation of sets to be more general (bottom—up)
Wrote several routines to do code generation (in genset.h and genelt.h, 
also in cgen.h)
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* Revision 1.8 t t /0 9 /1 5  81:56:38 tag 122
* We now have a generic code array (CarrayG) much Hie ihe declaration array.
* Made progress toward code generation of sets
*  n o
* Revision 1.1 88/09/05 04:49:53 tag
* Initial revision
/ *  initcodef)  initializes the code array and flags for code generation */
vo id  initcode()
{
CarrayG[0] =  * \0 ’;




/ *  initparf) initializes the argument list and count */
vo id  initpar()
{
defparGfO] =  EMPTY; / *  Mark argument list as empty */ 
parctG =  0; / *  (Re)set argument count to 0 */
}
/ *  isparf) determines if  a variable used in a definition is a parameter to it */
in t ispar(token) 
in t token;
{
in t  i =  0 ;
w h ile  (i <  parctG) {
i f  (defparG p] = =  token) retu rn  TRUE;
i+ + ;
}
/ *  Otherwise */ return  FALSE;
}
/ *  addparQ adds a parameter to the list for the definition w e’re working on */
void  addpar(token) 
in t token;
{
i f  (parctG = =  MAXPARS)
printf('Too many param eter!, only allotted  MAXPARS);
elae {




defp&rG [parctG] =  token ; parctG++; 1 2 3
defparG [parctG] =  EMPTY;
/  * isnamef) returns whether our token it a name */
in t isname(token) 
in t token;
{
return (token > =  OFFSET);
}
/ *  pm am e() p rin it a name given i ll  index */
vo id  pmame(index) 
in t index;
{
printf("Xa", vartab[index -  OFFSET]);
}
/ *  literalf) determine/ if  a token is a literal */




fval =  (token <  500) ? TRUE : FALSE; 
return  fval;
}
/ *  prtypef) prints a type name given a token number */
vo id  prtype(token) 
in t token;
{
•w itch  (token) {
case INTEGER: printf("lnt "); break; 
ca»e BOOLEAN: printf(“in t  M); break; 
case VERTEX: printf("vertax "); break;
c u e  EDGE: printf("edge “); break;
c u e  VSET: printf("vaet M); break;
c u e  ESET: printf("eaet "); break;
c u e  VSETSET: printf("vB*tiet "); break; 
c u e  ESETSET: printf(l,u a t> a t  "); break; 
c u e  GRAPH: printf("graph "); break;
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d e f a u l t :  p rin tf("E H M R l "); b r e a k ;  1 2 4
/ *  genheaderf) generates the header to a C function given the Grasp A S T  */
v o id  genheader(def) 
ASTnodeP def;
{
i n t  deftype; 
i n t  defname; 
ASTnodeP parlist;
/  * The type the function will return */ 
j *  The name of the function */
/ *  The list of parameters to the function *j
/ *  P rin t the return type and name */
deftype =  def—> 1—>r-> tok en ; defname =  d e f -> token;
prtype(deftype); prname(defhame);
/ *  Print the parameter list */
parliit = def—>1—>1;
printf( ■•(••);




parlist = parlist ->1;
}











/ *  P rint the parameter declarations */
parlist = def—>1—>1;


























/ *  Find the parlist in def */ 
/ *  Open the param eter list 
/ *  While not end of parlist 
print the parameter 
add to parameter list 
print a delimiter ,
go to the next param eter*/
, END WHILE 
/ *  I f  1 parameter in def */
/*  print name of parameter */ 
/ *  add io parameter Hst 
/ *  Otherwise
print the parameter 
add to parameter list 
print a delimiter ,
print the last param eter7  
add to parameter hst */ 
/ •  ENDIP







/ *  Return parlist to start */
/*  While not end of parhst */ 
/ *  print type of parameter */
I*  print name of parameter */
/ *  print end of statem ent */
/ *  go io the next param eter*/
/ *  END WHILE
/ *  If 1 parameter in def */
/  * print type of parameter */ 
/*  print name of parameter */ 
/  * Otherwise */
/  * print type of parameter */ 
/*  print name of parameter */
7
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p r in t f ( " ; \n " ) i  / *  print end of statem ent */ 1 2 5
p rty p e (p a r l is t—>1—> to k en ); / *  print type of la ti par * /
p rn a m e (p a rlis t—>  1— >  1—>  token); / *  p r in t  nam e a/ last par */
} / •  BNDIF  7
printfl" ;\n"); / *  Print end of last stm t */ Jro
printf("{\n"); / *  Print opening delimiter */
/ *  Add tAe return variable declaration to DarrayG */
Dappend(" M); Dtype(deftype);
D ap p en d (” _ f v a l ; \n " ) j
/ *  pendeels() generates the C code for the variable declarations */
v o id  gendedi()
{
in t i, type;
for (i =  0; i <  TABLESIZE; i+ + )  { 
type =  symtabG[i].type;
i f  (type > =  INTEGER k k  type < =  GRAPH k k  
!i»par(getname(»yintabGfi].nanie, USE))) {
/ *  Generate a declaration */
Dappend(" M); / *  Indent 4 spaces */
Dtype(type);
Dname(getname(symtabG[ij.name, USE));





/ *  addargf) adds an argument to the argument list of a definition use */




i f  (argliat[0]) { / *  If argUst isn't empty */
sprintf(temp, " , Xs", arg); / *  prepend with a , */
•trcat(arglist, temp); / *  add to arglist */
}  e lse  itrcpy(arglist, arg); / *  Else arglist is now arg *f
}
/ *  codesetf) generates the C  code for the elements of a 1—level set */
void  codeset(tree, Hno, e)
ASTnodeP tree; 
in t Hno, e;
{
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n =  tree—>1— >token;
if  (ianame(n)) { / *  !! May not work on a function call !! */
»trcpy(N, vartab[n -  OFFSET]);
/ *  The Oth entry */
»printf(teinp, "Xs[0] * Xs[0] ;\n", «copeG[topG].name, N);
Append(temp); 330
/ *  The n e t  of ihe te t  */
decIJ(I);
i f  (tree-> token  = =  ESET)
sprintf(temp, "for (X* ■ 1 ; X» <« 2*X s[0]; Xs++) ■C\nM, I, I, N, I); 
e lse  iprintf(temp, " lor (Xs * 1 ; Xs <= XsCO]; Xs++) { \n M4i L N, I);
Append(temp);
levelG++;





/ *  The Oth element */
c ~  (tree—>token = =  ESET) ? (e—1)/2 : e—1 ; 





/  * codeietietf) generates the C  code for the elements o f a I —level set */






i f  (tree—>1—>token = =  ELT) 3so
e =  e ltc t(tree-> l) +  1; 
e lse  e =  2; / *  1 element plus the count element */
genset(Hno, e, tree->token);  
f *  Code the Oth element */
•prmtf(temp, "Xs[0] * ( in t  *) c a I lo e ( l ,  s iz a o f  ( i n t ) ) ; \ n M, «copeG[topG].name);
Append(temp);
sprintf(tenip, "XsCO] [0] « Xd;\n", scopeG[topG].name, e -1 );
Append(temp);
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/ *  gcncode/) generates the C code for body of a deflation from an A S T  */




sta t ic  char temp[64]; / *  Scratch tpace for code *f
sta t ic  char temp2[64]; / *  * */
char var[8]; / *  Variable name for node */
char M[33], N[33]; / *  Grasp variable names */
char 1(4]; / *  Index variable */
char il[64], i2[64]; / *  Integer rvalues */
char vg[33], eg[33]; / *  Graph vsei & eset names*/
char *arglist; / *  Funcall argument Hst */
in t n; / *  I f  ode number */
in t k; / *  Offset for a subset cU*/
in t e; / *  Bolds #  inti in a set */
in t t; / *  Stores type of object */
in t last; j*In  some cases, stores last token*/
char ofset[8j; / *  Stores local of/stse t */
vai[0] =  temp[0] =  * \ 0 '; / *  InitiaHsc strings */
sw itch  (tree—>token) {
case  INTEGER: / *  Never at top level */ 
n — tree—> 1—>token; 
i f  (isname(n))
strcpy(intboolG, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 
e lse  sprintf(intboolG, "Xd", n); 
break;
case  BOOLEAN: / *  Never at top level */ 
n =  tree—> 1—>  token;
i f  (isname(n)) strcpy(intboolG, vartab[n — OFFSE1T]);
e lse  i f  (n = =  TRUE) strcpy(intboolG, “1"); 
e lse  i f  (n = =  FALSE) strcpy(intboolG, "0 "); 
e lse  strcpy(intboolG, "ERR0R2");
break;




gencode(tree—>r, Hno*2 +  1);
■trcpy(i2, intboolG); 
strcpy(intboolG, "");
i f  (Hno = =  1) strcat(intboolG, " .fv a l  > "); 
i  treat (intboolG, il);
i f  (tree—>token = =  PLUS) itrcat(intboolG, " + "); 
e lse  / *  tree-> token  = =  MINUS */ itrcat(intboolG, M -  "); 
n =  tree—> r->tok en ;
if  (n = =  MINUS || (tree—>token = =  MINUS k k  n = =  PLUS)) 
strcat(intboolG, "(");
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•treat (intboolG, 12); 128
i f  (n = =  MINUS || (tree—>token = =  MINUS k k  n = =  PLUS))
■treat(intboolG, ")"); 






•trcpy(var, genvar(Hno, BOOLEAN)); 
t — typeof(tree—>1, FALSE, FALSE);
/ *  Generate the left tide */
n =  tr e e -> I -> l-> to k e n ;
i f  (isname(n) k k  tr e e -> l-> to k e n  != CALL)
■trcpy(M, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 440
e lse  i f  (literal(n)) sprintf(M, "Xd", n); 
e lse  {
gencode(tree—>1, Hno*2); 
sw itch  (t) {
case  INTEGER:
case BOOLEAN: strcpy(M, intboolG); break; 
c u e  VERTEX: strcpy(M, vertexG); break;
case  EDGE: strcpy(M, edgeG); break;
case  VSET: 
case ESET: 
case VSETSET:
case ESETSET: strcpy(M, setG); break; 
case GRAPH: strcpy(M, graphG); break;
}
}
/ *  Generate the right tide */ 
n =  tree—> r— > l—>  token;
i f  (isname(n) k k  tr e e -> r —>token != CALL)
•trcpy(N, vartab[n -  OFFSET]); 
e lse  i f  (literal(n)) sprintf(N, "Xd", n); sso
e lse  {
gencode(tree->r, Hno*2 +  1); 
sw itch  (t) {
case  INTEGER:
case BOOLEAN: strcpy(N, intboolG); break; 
case VERTEX: strcpy(N, vertexG); break;




case ESETSET: strcpy(N, setG); break;
case GRAPH: strcpy(N, graphG); break;
>
>
/ *  Generote the equality */ 
sw itch  (t) {
case INTEGER:








sprintf(temp, "Xs a (X s[0 ] Xs[0 ] U  ", var, M, N);
Append(temp);





codeseteq(M, N, t, var); break; 
case VSETSET: 
case ESETSET:
codesetseteq(M, N, t, var); break; 
case GRAPH: 
i f  (IgraphD) {
Dappend(" in t  _vg, _eg;\n"); graphD =  TRUE;
}
Append("/* Determine i f  v a r tica a  ara the same * / \n “);
strcpy(temp, M); itrcpy(temp2 , N); soo
sprintf(M, "Xs[0 ]" , temp); sprintf(N, MXs[0 ]", temp2);
codeseteq(M, N, VSET, "_vg");
Append("/* Determine i i  adgas ara th e  same » /\n"); 
sprintf(M, " X s[l]n, temp); sprintf(N, "Xs Cl] ", temp2); 
codeseteq(M, N, ESET, "_ag");
/ *  Print the equality code */ 




strcpy(intboolG, var); / *  Save boolean var generated */
/ *  If NEQ, negate the result */ 
i f  (tree->token = =  NEQ) {
Append("/* le g a te  tha r e s u lt  fo r  in e q u a lity  */\n"); 







/ *  Generate the left side */ 
n =  tr ee -> l-> to k en ;
if  (isname(n)) strcpy(M, vartab[n -  OFFSET]); 
e lse  i f  (literal(n)) sprintf(M, "Xd", n); 
e lse  {
gencode(tree->l, Hno*2); strcpy(M, intboolG);
>
/ *  Generate the right side */ ao
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□ =  tree—> r— >token; 130
i f  (isname(n)) »trcpy(N, vartab[i>. -  OFFSET]); 
e lse  i f  (literal(n)) «printf(N, "Xd", n); 
e lse  {
gencode(tree—>r, Hno*2 +  1); strcpy(N, intboolG);
>
/ *  Generate the (die/conjunction */ 
i f  (tree-> token  = =  OR) {
sprintf(temp, "Xs * Xs I I X s;\n", var, M, N);
Append(temp); m o
} «!»« {
«printf(temp, "Xs -  Xs t t  X s;\n", var, M, N);
Append(temp);
}
strcpy (intboolG, var); 
break;
case  NOT:
n =  t r e e -> l—>token;
strcpy(var, genvar(Hno, BOOLEAN)); sto
gencode(tree—> 1, Hno*2 );




n =  tree—> 1—>  token;
/ *  Obtain the value of the vertex */ 
i f  (isname(n))
strcpy(vertexG, vartab[n — OFFSET]); sso
e lse  sprintf(vertexG, "Xd", n);
/ *  A ttign  the value to a set element */ 
i f  (top() = =  SET) {
e =  scopeG[topG].elt;
i f  (in.edgeG) e =  (Hno%2) ? 2*e 2*e — 1 ;





n =  tree—> 1—>token;
/ *  Define edgeG */ 
i f  (top() = =  SET)
•printi(edgeG, "XsCXd]", scopeG[topG].name, scopeG[topG].elt); 
e lse  strcpy(edgeG, genvar(Hno, EDGE));
I *  A ttign  a value to edgeG */ 
i f  (isname(n)) {
strcpy(N, vartab[n -  OFFSET]); 
i f  (top() = =  SET)
assign(edgeG, N, EDGE); 
e lse  strcpy(edgeG, N);
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} e lse  { / *  Compoied of separate v tr ticei */ 
in.edgeG =  TRUE; 
i f  (top() !=  SET) {
gencode(tree—>1, Hno*2 );
■printf(teinp, "XstO]*', edgeG); 
sssign(temp, vertexG, VERTEX); 
gencode(tree->r, Hno*2 +  1);
■printf(temp, "XsCl]“, edgeG); 
assign(temp, vertexG, VERTEX);
}  e ls e  {
geneode(tree-> l, Hno*2); 
gencode(tree->r, Hno*2 +  1);
}
in edgeG =  FALSE;
}
break;
case  VSET: 
case ESET:
push(SET, Hno, tree); 
n =  tr ee -> l-> to k en ;  
i f  (ianame(n)) {
«trcpy(N, vartab(n -  OFFSET]); 
i f  (next() = =  SETSET)
assign(scopeG[topG].name, N, tree—>token); 
e lse  strcpy(scopeG[topG].name, N);
} e lse  {
t =  typeof(tree—>1, FALSE, FALSE); 
i f  (t = =  GRAPH) { / *  Vertex eel of a graph */
/ *  Generate graphG */ 
a =  tree—> 1—> 1—>token;
i f  (isname(n) k k  tree—> l-> to k e n  != CALL) 
■trcpy(graphG, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 
e lse  gencode(tree->l, Hno*2);
/ *  Vie graphG */
if  (tree—>token = =  VSET) {
iprintf(terap, HXs[0 ] M, graphG); 
assign(scopeG[topG].name, temp, VSET);
}  e lse  {




/ *  Allocate memory */ 
i f  (n = =  ELT) {
if  (tree—>token = =  VSET) e =  eltct(tree—>1 
e lse  e =  2*eltct(tree—> 1) +  1;
} e lse  i f  (n = =  EDGE) e =  3; 
e lse  i f  (n = =  VERTEX) e =  2; 
e lse  e =  - 1; 
i f  (next() = =  SETSET)
gensubset(scopeG[topG—lj.name, scopeG[topG 
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/ *  A ttign  valuer to the elementj */
codeset(tree, Hno, e);






case  VSETSET: 
case  ESETSET:
push(SETSET, Hno, tree); 
n =  tree—> 1— >  token; 
i f  (isname(n))
strcpy(scopeG[topG].name, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 








t =  typeof(tree, FALSE, FALSE); 






gencode(tree— >r, Hno*2 +  1); 
break;
case GRAPH: / *  Generate graphG */
n ~  tree—> 1—>token;
i f  (isname(n)) strcpy(graphG, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 
e lse  {
i f  (n != CALL) {
Append("/* Generate r se t  o l  graph * /\n " ); 
n =  tree—> 1—> 1—>token; 
if  (isname(n) k k  tree—>1— > token != CALL) 
ntrcpy(vg, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 




Append("/* Genarata eaat o f graph * / \n ”); 
n =  tree—> r—> 1—>token;
if  (ianame(n) k k  tree—> r—>token != CALL) 
strcpy(eg, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 















Append("/* Ganerata tha graph */\n");
•trcpy(var, genvar(Hno, GRAPH)); 
strcpy(graphG, var);
sprintf(temp, "Xs « ( in t  • • )  ", var); Append(temp);
•trcpy(temp, " c a llo c (2 ,  s i z a o f ( in t  • ) ) ; \n " ) ;  Cappend(temp); 
i f  (tree— > l-> to k e n  = =  CALL)
gencode(tree-> l, Hno*2); 700
e lse  {
aprintf(M, "Xs[0 ]" , var); assign(M, vg, VSET);
sprintf(N, "XsCl]", var); asaign(N, eg, ESET);
}
c u e  FIRST: 
c u e  LAST:
n =  tree—> 1—> 1—>token; 710
if (iinaine(n) k k  tree—> l-> to k en  != CALL) {  
if (tree—>token = =  FIRST)
aprintf(temp, "Xa[0 ]" , vartab[n — OFFSET]); 
e lse  aprintf(temp, "Xa[l]", vartab[n -  OFFSET]); 
if (top() = =  SET) {




} e lse  {  no
if (tree—>token = =  FIRST)
gencode(tree-> l—>1, Hno*4); 
e lse  g en co d e(tree-> l-> r, Hno*4 +  1);
>
if (Hno = =  1) {





c u e  OF:
push(OF, Hno, tree);
/ *  Generate the ret */ 
n =  tr e e -> r —> l—>  token; 
if (next() = =  SETSET)
geuubset(scopeG[topG-l].nam e, acopeG[topG—l].elt, —1); 
e lse  genset(Hno, —1, n); 
strcpy(o£aet, scopeG[topG].name); 
if (n = =  VSETSET || n = =  ESETSET) {
aprintf(temp, "XsCO] * ( in t  • )  ", ofset); Append(temp); 740
aprintf(temp, ”c a l l o c ( l ,  s iz a o f ( in t ) ) ; \n " ) ;  Cappend(temp); 
sprintf(temp, "X s[0][0] a 0;\n" , ofset);
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} e lse  {  1 3 4
sprintf(temp, "XsCO] * 0 ;\n" , ofset);
>
Append(temp);
/ *  Generate ike subset */
Append("/* Generate the ST sat
n =  t r e e - > r - > l—> l-> tok en ; no
i f  (isnanie(n) k k  tree— >r— >1— >token != CALL) 
strepy(ofset, vartab[n -  OFFSET]); 
e lse  {
gencode(tree—>r—>1, 4*Hno +  2); 
strcpy(ofset, setG);
}
/ *  Generate the elements of the le t  */
Append("/» Generate OFsatCi] to r  a l l  i  •An");
decl_i(I); 760
forloop(I, ofset, FALSE); levelG++;
/ *  Bind ihe variable io a specific value */
Append("/* Bind tha v a r ia b le  to  S T set[i)  *An"); 
sprintf(temp, “XsCXs]", o&et, I); 
n =  tr e e -> l—> 1—>token; 
strcpy(M, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 
assign(M, temp, tr ee -> l-> to k en );
/ *  Generate ihe boolean condition */ rro
Append("/» Ganarata tha boolaan cond ition  * A n M); 
n =  tr e e -> r -> r -> to k e n ;  
i f  (n = =  BOOLEAN) {
n =  tr ee -> r — > r - > l — > token;
i f  (isname(n) k k  tr e e -> r -> r -> to k e n  != CALL) { 
strcpy(N, vartab[n —' OFFSET]); 
sprintf(temp, " i i  (Xs) An", N);
} e lse  sprintf(temp, “i f  (Xd) {\n", n);
Append(temp);
} e lse  { no
gen cod e(tree-> r-> r, 4*Hno +  3);
•prmtf(temp, " i i  (_bXd) {\n", 4*Hno +  3); Append(temp);
}
levelG++;
/ *  Generate the assignment to ihe ofset *j 
Append("/* A ssign v a r ia b le  to  0Fset[++] */\n"); 
strcpy(N, scopeG[topG].name); 
sprintf(temp, "Xs[0]++;\n", N); Append(temp);
sprintf(temp, "Xs[Xs[0] ]" ,  N, N); no
assign(temp, M, tr ee -> l-> to k en );
/ *  Generate terminating braces */
levelG ; Append(">\n");
level G— ; Append("}\n");







strcpy(var, geovar(Eno, BOOLEAN)); 
decl.i(I);
t =  typeof(tree-> l, FALSE, FALSE);
/ *  Code the element */ 
n =  tree—> 1—> 1—>token; 
i f  (isname(n) L ie  tree—>1—> token != CALL) 
strcpy(M, vartab[n -  OFFSET]); 
e lse  {
gencode(tree—> 1, Hno*2 ); 
sw itch  (t) {
case  VERTEX: strcpy(M, vertexG); break;
case  EDGE: strcpy(M, edgeG); break;
case  VSET:
case ESET: strcpy(M, setG); break;
}
>
/ *  Code the set */ 
n =  tree—> r - > l — >  token;
if  (isname(n) k k  tree—> r— > token != CALL) 
strcpy(N, vartabfn -  OFFSET]); 
e lse  {
gencode(tree—>r, Hno*2 +  1); 
strcpy(N, setG);
}
/ *  Code the inclusion test *j 
sw itch  (t) {
case  VERTEX: 
case EDGE:
sprintf(temp, "Xs •  0;\n" , var); Append(temp); 
forloop(I, N, FALSE); IevelG++; 
sprintf(temp, "Xs l« ", var); Append(temp); 
i f  (t = =  VERTEX)
sprintf(temp, "(Xs »« XsCXs]);\n", M, N, I); 
e lse  sprintf(temp,
"(X s[0 ] Xs [2*Xs -  1] ft* XaCl] =  Xs C2»X s]);\n " , 






sprintfi(temp, "Xs * 0 ;\n", var); Append(temp); 
forloop(I, N, TRUE); levelG++; 
sprintf(temp, "XsCXs]", N, I); 
cedeseteq(M, temp, t, genvar(Hno, BOOLEAN)); 
i f  (Hno = =  1)
sprintf(temp, "Xs I* X s;\n", var, " _ fv a l“);
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i f  (tree->token = =  FORALL) sprintf(temp, "Xs * l; \n " , var); 
e lse  / *  token =  EXISTS */ sprintf(temp, “Xs = 0 ;\n" , var);
Append(tenip);
ded_i(I);
forloop(I, setG, FALSE); levelG++;
Append("/* Bind sa t alaaant to  q u a n t if ie r  v a r ia b le  * / \n “); 
n — t r e e - > l - > l—> 1—>  token;
strcpy(M, vartab[n -  OFFSET]); / *  Quantifier variable */
sprintf(N, "Xs[Xs]“, setG, I); / *  Quantifier set element */ sto
aoaign(M, N, tr e e -> l—> l-> token);
Append(H/*  Generate quantifier condition *A nH); 
gencode(tree->r, Hno*2 +  1);
Append("/* Gee r e s u l t  o f co n d itio n  * / \n “); 
sprintf(N, "_bXd", Hno*2 +  1); 
i f  (tree->token = =  FORALL)
sprintf(temp, "Xs k* Xs;\n", var, N); 
e lse  / •  toke& = =  EXISTS • /  sso






n =  t r e e - > l - > l—>token;
i f  (ianame(n) Site tree—>1—> token != CALL) {
t =  typeof(tree—>1, FALSE, FALSE); sso
strcpy(N, vartab[n -  OFFSET]); 
sw itch  (t) { 
case VSET:
case ESET: sprintf(intboolG, "Xs[0] H, N); break;
case VSETSET:
case ESETSET: sprintf(intboolG, "Xs[0 ] [ 0 ] “, N); break;
}
i f  (Hno = =  1) {
sprintf(temp, " .fv a l « X s;\n", intboolG);
Append(temp); soo
}
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} e k e  {
Append("/* Ganarata aat lo r  # oparation  » /\n"); 
gencode(tree-> l, Hno*2); 
t =  typeof(tree-> l, FALSE, FALSE); 
i f  (t = =  VSET || t = =  ESET) 
iprintf(intbooiG, "Xa [0 ] ", setG); 
e lse  aprintf(intboolG, "Xs[0 ] [0 ]" , aetG); 
i f  (Hno = =  1) {





case  MAX: 
ca te  MIN:
puih(SET, Hno, tree); / *  A m we generate a set
/ *  Generate the superset */ 
n =  tr e e -> l—> l-> tok en ;  
i f  (ianame(n) k k  tr e e -> ! - > token != CALL) 
itrcpy(ietG , vartab[n -  OFFSET]); 
e lse  gencode(tree->l, Hno*2);
/ *  Find the largest element */ 
i f  (IminmaxD) {
Dappend(" in t  _ainaax;\n"); minmaxD =  TRUE;
}
decl.i(I);
Append('7* Find tha largest/sm alleat alenent */\n")i
Append("_ainaax ■ l;\n " );
forloop(I, aetG, TRUE); levelG++;
iprintf(temp, " i t  (XaCXa] [0]", aetG, I); Appcnd(temp);
if  (tree—> token = =  MAX) Cappend(" > M); elae Cappend(" <
sprintf(tenip, MXaLminmax] [0 ] )  .n innax » Xa;\n", aetG, I);
Cappend(temp);
levelG— ; Append("}\nM);
/ *  Generate the element */
Append("/« Ganarata tha la r g e a t /a o a lla a t  elem ent * /\n ");  
t =  typeof(tree—>1, FALSE, FALSE); 
atrcpy(M, acopeG[topG].name); 
aprintf(N, "XaLainnat]**, aetG); 
i f  (t = =  VSETSET)
aaaign(M, N, VSET); 
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i f  (t = =  VSET || t = =  ESET) 138
puih(SET, Hno, tree); 
e lse  push(SETSET, Hno, tree);
strcpy(var, scopeG[topG].name);
■witch (t) { eeo
c u e  VSET: 
c u e  ESET:
sprintf(temp, "Xs = (In t  *) ", var); Append(temp);
■trcpy(temp, " e a l lo c d . s iz e o f  ( i n t ) )  ;\n"); Cappend(temp); 
sprintf(temp, "Xs[0 ] = 0 ; \n ”, var); Append(temp); 
break;
c u e  VSETSET: 
c u e  ESETSET:
sprintf(temp, “Xs * ( in t  **) ", var); Append(temp); sro
■trcpy(temp, " e a I lo c ( l ,  s i z e o f  ( in t  * ));\n " ); Cappend(temp); 
sprintf)[temp, "XsCO] » ( in t  • )  ", var); Append(temp); 
strcpy(temp, “e a l l o c d ,  s iz e o f  ( i n t ) )  ; \n H); Cappend(temp); 






c u e  CALL:
puah(CALL, Hno, tree);
t — typeof(tree, FALSE, FALSE);
■trcpy(var, scopeG[topG].name);
arglist =  malloc(128); arglist[0] =  ' \ 0  *; argG =  arglist;
/ *  Generate the lilt o f argument! */
n =  tree—> r— >  token; no
gencode(tree—>r, Hno*2 +  1); 
i f  (n != ARG) {
■w itch(typeof(tree->r, FALSE, FALSE)) { 
c u e  INTEGER:
c u e  BOOLEAN: strcpy(M, intboolG); break  
c u e  VERTEX: strcpy(M, vertexG); break
c u e  EDGE: strcpy(M, edgeG); break
c u e  VSET: 
c u e  ESET: 
c u e  VSETSET:
c u e  ESETSET: strcpy(M, setG); break;




/ *  Generate ihe function call */
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n =  tr ee -> l-> to k en ;
»printf(temp, " la  « %a(Xa) ; \n n, var, vartab[n -  OFFSET), argliat);
Append(temp);
free(argliat); argG =  0;
(include/cgen.i)
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/ *  A ttign  var to the proper global variable */ 
tw itch  (t) {
caae INTEGER:
caae BOOLEAN: atrcpy(intboolG, var); 
caae VERTEX: atrcpy(vertexG, var); 




caae ESETSET: atrcpy(aetG, var); 





argliat =  argG; 
gencode(tree->l, Hno*2);
/  * Add the left argument to the litt */ 
i f  (tree— >1—>  token !=  ARG) {
t =  typeof(tree—>1, FALSE, FALSE); 























/ *  Add the right argument to the litt  */ 
argG =  argliat;
gencode(tree->r, Hno*2 +  1); 
t =  typeof(tree->r, FALSE, FALSE); 
aw itch  (t) {
caae INTEGER:
caae BOOLEAN: atrcpy(var, IntboolG); 
caae VERTEX: atrcpy(var, vertexG); 
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c a ie  VSETSET: 140
case ESETSET: strcpy(v&r, setG); break;







if  (IsubsetsofD) {
Dappend(" in t  .te m p la te , _ s iz e ;\n " );  
subsetsofD =  TRUE;
}
t =  typeof[tree-> l, FALSE, FALSE); 
strcpy(var, scopeG[topG].name);
/ *  Generate the eel */ 
n =  t r e e - > l - > l—>token;
if  (isname(n) UU  tree-> 1—> token != CALL) i o s o
strcpy(setG, vartab[n — OFFSET]); 
e lse  gencode(tree->I, Hno*2);
sprintf(teinp, " i f  (Xs [0] > 8 ) ", setG); Append(teznp);
Cappend('*printf (\"C an 't generate  p o ser  s e t . \ “) ; \ n “);
Append("else {\n"); levelG++;
Append("/* Generate the poser s e t  * /\n " );
/ *  Intiialixe the power 1(1 */
sprintf(temp, "Xs * ( in t  •* )  callocC  ", var); Append(temp); ioso
sprintf(temp, " (1  «  Xs[0 ] )  + 1 , s i z e o f ( in t  •  ) ) ; \n " , setG);
Cappend(temp);
sprintf(temp, MXa[0 ] * ( in t  • )  e a l l o c ( l ,  s i z e o f ( in t ) ) ; \n " ,  var);
Append(temp);
sprintf(temp, "X«[0] [ 0] * 1 «  X s[0] ; \n " , var, setG);
Append(temp);
/ *  Generate the individual sublets */
Append("_taaplata » 0 ; \n M);
iprintf(temp, " s h ile  ( . t e s p la t e  < Xs[0 ] [ 0 ] )  { \n " , var); 1100
Append(temp); levelG++;
sprintf(temp, HXo [_ ten p la te + l]  « ( in t  *) ", var);
Append(temp); 
if  (t = =  VSET)
sprintf(temp, " c a llo c (X s[0 ] + l ,  s iz e o f  ( i n t ) )  ;\n" , setG); 
e lse  sprintf(temp, " c a llo c (2 *Xs[0] + l ,  s i z e o f  ( i n t ) )  ;\n", setG);
Cappend(temp);
Append("_size « 0;\n");
/ *  A d i the individual elements to the subset */ m o
decl.i(I);
forloop(I, setG, FALSE); IevelG+-|-;
sprintf(temp, " i f  ( (_ te a p la te  »  (Xis-1 ) )  XX 2 ) { \ n ”, I);
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Append(temp); levelG++;
sprintf(temp, "X s[_teB pl»te+ l] [ (_ s iz e + l) ]" , var);
iprint{(temp2l "Xs [Xs]", setG, I);
i f  (t = =  VSET) assign(temp, temp2, VERTEX);
e lse  Bsaign(temp, temp2, EDGE);
Append("_siza++;\n")i
levelG— ; Append(M> \n H);
levelG— ; Append(M} \n ”);
/ *  Prepare for ike next sublet */
sprintf(teinp, "X s[_tenplate+ 1] [0] * _ s iz e ; \n " , var);
Append(temp);
Append(H_ te n p l» t •++; \n " ); 








/  * gtnpropO generate! the body of ike C  function from  a Grarp property *
v o id  genprop(tree)
ASTnodeP tree;
{
levelG =  1; 
gencode(tree, 1L);
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/ *  RCS info
% Header: Grasp.c,v 1.4 IS /11/14 11:45:54 tog Locked S
SLog: Grasp.c,v S
'  Revision 1.4 SS/11/24 11:4*54 tag
* Created several new include files: seteq.k, assign.h, cgenvars.h, ...
*
* Revision 1.3 S8/0S/2S 12:07:50 tag
* Most tasks have been distributed to files in the include directory
* User has option of printing the parse history or the A ST  tree if  he
* or she wishes
*
7
#  define TABLESIZE 100 
# d e f in e  NAMETABLESIZE 250 
# define IDSIZE 32 
# d e f in e  FALSE 0
#  define TRUE 1
#  define EMPTY - 1  
# define ERROR - 1  
# define OFFSET 1000
/ *  Size of the symbol table */
/ *  Number of different names we can store */ 
/ *  Length of a Grasp identifier */
7/ *  Empty table entry 
/ *  Error in accessing a table 
/ *  Name token offset */
# in c lu d e  <stdio.h>  
# in c lu d e  <»tring.h>
in t atoi(); 
char *malloc();
char nameG [IDSIZE] =  " "; / *  To store identifiers after scanning */
in t debugF =  FALSE; 
in t treeF =  FALSE; 
in t icopeF =  FALSE;
/ *  Debug flag */
/ *  Flag for printing the A S T  tree */ 
/ *  Flag for printing the scope stack */
in t levelG =  0; / *  The level o f indentation */
# in c lu d e  " include/token .h"
# inclu de "inclnda/noda.h"  
# in c lu d e  " inelnda/cgenvars.h"
# in c lu d e  " includa/n am etab la .i"  
# in c lu d e  “in c ln d e /d e lta b la .i"  
# in c lu d e  " in c la d a /d a d a r a .i"  
# in c lu d e  " in c lu d a /iy n ta b . i"  
# in c lu d e  " in c ln d e /tr a a . i"  
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# in clu de "includa/Cgen.i"  
# in clud e " include/aeteq .i"  
# in d u d e  "inclnde/aaaign.i."  
# in clu d e " inclnda/ganalt. i" 
#  include " includo/a copa. i" 
# include "include/genaat. 1 " 
# in clu d e “incZnds/cgaa.i"
# inclu de " in c lu d e /la i. 5 7 . c“ 
#include "in c lu d e /y . tab . c"
main(argc, argv) 
in t aigc; 
char **argv;
{
in t token; 
in t tct =  0; 
in t iym;
/ *  Set command—line flags */ 
i f  (argc >  1) {
i f  (argv[l][l] = =  ’d ') debugF =  TRUE; 
elae i f  (argv[l][l] = =  >t<) treeF =  TRUE; 
elae i f  (argv[lj[lj = =  'a ')  icopeF =  TRUE; 
i f  (argc >  2) {
i f  (argv[2][1] = =  >d>) debugF =  TRUE;
elae i f  (argv[2][l] = =  ' t ' )  treeF =  TRUE; 
elae i f  (argv(2][lj = =  'a ')  acopeF =  TRUE; 
i f  (argc >  3) {
i f  (argv[3][l] = =  'd ')  debugF =  TRUE; 
elae i f  (argv[3][l] = =  ' t ' )  treeF =  TRUE; 




/ *  Initialize global data structures */
* The symbol table */
* The name table */
* The definition table */
* The declaration array */
* The scope stack */
* The code array */
* The parameter list */
* The id type *j










typeG =  EMPTY; 
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A ppendix  F  
Sam ple D efin itions
In the thesis, the only sample definition we gave was vcount. This defini­
tion uses only a few of the operators available in Grasp, and none of the 
more complex and interesting ones. In this appendix, we give several sample 




We start with another simple definition in Figure F .l. e n d p t(v ,e )  is 
the property tha t vertex v is one of the endpoints of edge e. Reading the 
definition, we see that a vertex is an endpoint of an edge iff it is either the 
first or last component of the edge. Notice the parentheses around the test 
for equality: they must be there.
en d p t("v e rtex  v " , "edge e" —> boolean) :
(v = f i r s t  e) o r (v = l a s t  e)
Figure F .l: Definition of an endpoint of an edge
Most interesting graph-theoretic properties are over sets of elements, ei­
ther vertices are edges. To access the individual elements of the set, which 
is something we usually want to do, we need to use a quantification oper­
ation. For instance, we mentioned tha t in most graphs the vertices named 
in the edge set must belong to the vertex set. Grasp doesn’t restrict one to 
such graphs, but one can easily write a definition that tests a graph for the 
“correct” form using quantification. Figure F.2 is a definition for this exact 
property.
co rre c t("g ra p h  G" —> boolean) :
( f o r a l l  "edge e" of e se t  G s t  t ru e )  [
( f i r s t  e in  v se t G) and ( l a s t  e in  v se t G)
]
Figure F.2: Definition for the correctness of a graph
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The f  o r a l l  allows us to inspect each edge in e s e t  G for endpoints that are 
in v se t G. In English, the f o r a l l  expression reads: Every edge in (e se t)  
G is composed of two vertices that are in (v se t) G. Notice the t ru e  in the 
expression, it means that we want to inspect the entire set (in this case e se t 
G). If we replace the t ru e  with f a l s e ,  we will be inspecting an empty set! 
Finally, notice the parentheses around the membership expressions—they 
must be there, as they must for equality expressions.
For several properties, however, the ability to inspect individual elements 
of a set isn’t enough: we want to be able to inspect combinations of elements. 
In order to do this, we need a level of quantification for each element1. Grasp 
allows one to do this by nesting quantification expressions: the inner expres­
sion going within the brackets of the outer one. Figure F.3 gives an example 
of a nested quantificational expression. In graph theory, we call a graph 
complete iff there is an edge between every pair of distinct vertices and no 
others, where distinct means the vertices must be different.
com plete("graph G" — > boolean) :
( f o r a l l  "vertex v" o f v se t  G s t  tru e) [
( f o r a l l  "vertex w" o f v se t  G s t  (v /=  w)) [
((v ,w ) in  e s e t  G) and ((w ,v ) in  e s e t  G)
]
and not ( (v ,v )  in  e s e t  G)
]
Figure F.3: Definition of a complete graph
1Eithcr tha t, or the ability to quantify over cartesian products of elements directly, 
which Grasp doesn’t  allow.
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In English, the above definition reads: Every pair of distinct vertices 
in the graph has an edge in the graph that connects them, but no edge 
connects a vertex with itself. Besides nested quantification, this definition 
also demonstrates object construction. Note the constructs (v ,w ), (w ,v),and 
(v ,v ) , each of these constructs an edge from two vertices. This allowed us to 
test whether an edge existed by creating the edge and testing for membership 
in e s e t  G. The two membership tests, one for (v,w) and one for ( s ,v )  may 
seem redundant, but it isn’t because if v ^  w they are two different edges. 
One can view each of these as a directed edge, and by constructing both 
permutations we in effect create an undirected edge out of two directed ones.
f o r a l l  is a very useful tool. But there are times we want to test if the 
property holds on at least one element. This is called existential quantifica­
tion, and Grasp has an operator called e x i s t s  to do this. Figure F.4 is a 
definition of the property of k-coverability, which determines whether there 
is a set of k vertices that are covered by every edge in the graph. It uses 
e x i s t s  because we’re looking for only one such set.
k_coverable("graph G", " in teg er  k" —> boolean) :
( e x is t s  "vset V" o f subsets_of v se t  G s t  (#V = k ))  [
( f o r a l l  "edge e" o f e s e t  G s t  tru e) [
( f i r s t  e in  V) or ( l a s t  e in  V)
]
]
Figure F.4: Definition of k-coverability
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There are several interesting features to this definition. First of all, notice 
that there are two input parameters: the graph we’re testing k-coverability 
over and k (the size of the desired set). Notice also the use of subsets_of, 
it generates all subsets of v se t G. We do two tests for each set: first we test 
that it has k elements in it, then we test that every edge has an endpoint 
in the subset. The first test is performed while we’re constructing a set of 
vsets , the second is performed on each element of the newly-created set. In 
fact, we could perform both tests while generating the set, or after. We can 
even switch the two expressions and get the same result. As a rule of thumb, 
we perform “easy” tests while generating the set and “hard” tests after set 
generation. Since set generation is completed before any elements are tested, 
this will reduce the amount of computation. Finally, notice that #V = k is 
enclosed in parentheses, even though it doesn’t need to be. We can always 
enclose an expression in parentheses without any change in its evaluation2.
Every definition we’ve written so far has returned a boolean value. In 
fact, most interesting graph-theoretic properties are ones that either are true 
or aren’t for some graph. Nevertheless, Grasp allows one to write defini­
tions that return values of any type. This allows one to break down a large 
specification into several smaller pieces, in much the same manner one would
decompose a procedural program. Our last definition performs the useful op-
aExcept for subtraction, which can have different values depending on placement of 
parentheses.
eration of removing a vertex from a graph. To properly remove a vertex from 
a graph, one must also remove all edges tha t contain the vertex. Figure F.5 is 
a definition th a t takes a graph and a vertex and returns a graph th a t doesn’t 
contain the vertex. Notice that we use the definition endpt we created in 
Figure F .l. Similarly, one might use s u b tra c t  in another definition.
subtract("graph G", "vertex vG" — > boolean) :
{
" vertex  v" o f v s e t  G s t  (v /=  vG)
I
"edge e" o f e s e t  G s t  not endpt(v , e)
}
Figure F.5: Definition that subtracts a vertex from an edge
While the example definitions given here do not cover all of the features 
available in Grasp, they are highly representative sample definitions that 
show off the great power available in Grasp using only high-level descriptions 
of desired results.
A p pend ix  G 
H ow  to  U se the Grasp  
Translator
This appendix gives a short tutorial on how to use the Grasp translator 
created as part of this thesis. Using the definition vcount created in the 
body of the thesis, the tutorial shows how to convert Grasp definitions into 
C functions and other information useful for debugging purposes.
The translator was developed under the UNIX operating system, and 
the tutorial assumes familiarity with UNIX and the C shell (one of severed 
command interpreters available under UNIX).
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The Grasp translator takes Grasp specifications and converts them to a 
set of C functions. The translator was developed under UNIX, a flexible 
multiuser operating system. Further, interaction with the translator was 
performed by the C shell, one of several command interpreters available under 
UNIX. This tutorial assumes the reader has knowledge of both UNIX and 
the C shell.
Most commands in UNIX take their input from the standard input (usu­
ally a keyboard) and returns output to the standard output (usually a CRT 
screen). This is the default for input/output processing in UNIX. The Grasp 
translator uses this method, even though it would be difficult to enter speci­
fications this way—it is fax easier to read it from a file. Also, it is often more 
useful to have the output stored in a file instead of just scrolling down a 
screen1. Fortunately, there are several command interpreters that allow one 
to redirect input from and output to permanent files. In the C shell command 
interpreter, one uses < to redirect input and > to redirect output.
Knowing this, it is easy to use the Grasp interpreter. One can create a 
file of definitions, and have the interpreter send the output to another file of 
the user’s choice. Assuming the file with the definitions is called infile and 
the file one wants the results in is called outfile, the command to generate 
output looks like this:
1Though if one wants to  just print the outpu t, it is easier to  pipe the output directly 
to a  printer w ithout any intermediate files created.
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grasp flags < infile > outjUe
Don’t worry about flags for right now. If you type this without any flags, 
you will get the set of C functions. For instance, le t’s create a file t e s t  that 
contains vcount. vcount was given in Figure 2.2, but we repeat it here:
vcount("graph G" — > in te g e r ):  # (v s e t  G)
Now, if we type:
% grasp < t e s t  > r e s u lt
Then we will create a file called r e s u l t  with the following function:
in t  vcount(G) 
graph G;
{
in t  j fv a l;  
v se t  _vs2; 
in t  _ il ;
/*  Generate s e t  fo r  # operation  * /
_vs2 = ( in t  *) c a l lo c (G [0 ][0] + 1, s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ; 
fo r  (_ i l  = 1; _ i l  <= G [0 ][0 ]; _ il++ ) {
_ v s2 [_ ii]  = G [0 ][_ il] ;
}
_fval = _vs2 [0] 
return _fva l;
}
This is a C function, except for the two type names graph and v se t. To use 
this function, one needs to add the line
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ty p ed ef in t  ♦ v se t , **graph;
to the beginning of a file. One also needs a m ain() function that uses 
vcount () . But to use vcount ( ) , one needs to create a graph to send it as 
an argument. One can do this oneself in the C program, but one would need 
to know the internal structure of a graph (which is given in Appendix D). 
An easier way is to write a Grasp definition like the following:
m ain(" in teger argc" —> graph):
vcou n t({  { . 1 ,  . 2,  .3} | { ( . 1 ,  . 2 ) ,  ( . 1 ,  . 3 ) ,  ( . 2 ,  .3 )}  ) )
This will create a mainC) function that will generate a correct call to 
vcount and needs no modification. But if you want to print the results, you 
have to add a line to print w hat’s in jfv a l, which holds the return value. 
Otherwise it just executes the code and quits. This is all you need to know 
to generate C code from Grasp specifications.
But if you want, you can get information from the code generator. There 
are three forms of information available: an abstract syntax tree, a scope 
stack trace, and a parser trace. Each of these uses a separate flag and each 
generates information in addition to the C code it normally produces. The 
information is located near the individual definitions rather than in a single 
separate location, which makes it easier to use and understand, but makes 
the corresponding C function harder to use or understand.
The first of these, the abstract syntax tree, can be useful even if the
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program works because it shows the underlying structure of the specification. 
The tree is printed so that the leftmost node is the root, and the two child 











vcount is the root node. On top is the PARameter G and the return type 
(INTEGER). On the bottom is the property: #  is an operator that takes one 
operand: VSET G. Here, VSET is an operator tha t also takes one operand: 
G. The GRAPH nodes define the type of G. The way to get the abstract 
syntax tree is with the - t  flag. Thus typing
% grasp  - t  < t e s t  > r e s u l t
will give us the AST and the C function.
The second of these, the scope stack trace, is most useful for complex 
specifications. In fact, for some specifications it will give you no information 
at all! There are only 4 scopes it keeps track of: generating a set, generating 
a set of sets, generating a function call, and generating a subset of a set.
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For each entry in the trace, the amount of indentation indicates nesting of 
scopes. When a scope is entered, the trace generates a Pushed entry. When 
a scope is left, it generates a Poppped entry. For instance, for vcount the 
scope stack looks like:
Pushed [SET, _vs2, 1]
Popped [SET, _vs2, 1]
The 3-tuple with each entry is the value of each stack entry. The first element 
of the tuple tells us which scope we’re in. In this case, we entered and exited 
the SET scope, which means we generated a simple set (the simple set we 
generated, by the way, is v se t G). The second element is the name of the 
return variable. In this case, the variable name is _vs2, which means we’re 
generating a v se t. The third element applies to sets only: it is the current 
element number. For sets, the element number of the Pushed entry will 
always be 1, and for the Popped entry it will be the number of elements in 
the set. In this case, our set only has one element, so both entries are 1. The 
way to get the scope stack trace is with the -s  flag.
The final set of information one can get is a parser trace. This information 
is only useful if one has a syntax error and can’t figure out what the prob­
lem is. Further, it is indecipherable unless one has seen the corresponding 
entries in the yacc file (see Appendix C). Each value is a number, possibly 
with a letter at the end. The number is the nonterminal number, the letter
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corresponds to a specific rule for that nonterminal, if there is more than one. 
If one has a syntax error, one can use the trace to find out where the failure 
occurred, which can help one to find the error.
Since the debug trace is only useful if one commits a syntax error, we 
give the trace for the follow bungled version of vcount:
vcount("graph G" — > in teg er ) # (v s e t  G) [* No co lon  *]
The debug trace:
3 syntax error
35 4 17 27 35 16 71 6A 19 18A 5
The last rule the parser matched successfully corresponds to the 5th nonter­
minal in the Grasp grammar, which is parameters. The corresponding rule 
in the yacc input file is:
parameters —> (parlist —> type)
This means tha t the error should be just after the parameter list, which 
is exactly where it is (the colon immediately follows the parameter list in a 
correct Grasp definition). In the yacc input file, the lines corresponding to 
these values are of the following form, where n is the nonterminal and rule 
number.
i f  (debugF) p r in tf (" n " );
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The way to get the debug trace is with the -d  flag. Like most UNIX com­
mands, one can use these flags in any combination and any order. Unlike 
many commands, however, one cannot merge flags into one word. Thus
% grasp - t  - s  . . .  
is legal, but 
% grasp - t s  . . .
is not. And that is all one needs to know to use the Grasp translator.
